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SAAFE program offers students a
place to seek help and
counseling they are raped.

A replica of the
ship Peter the
Great enters
the water in St.
Petersburg. Russia.

Columnist, Sarah Delaney.
discusses why she had to work
on Labor Day. while those who
are in a Union enjoyed the day
off.
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Republicans seek poll turnout
By KATIE WOODS
The BG News
Getting students registered
to vote is the main concern for
the College Republicans.
This semester, the organization is aiming to get 500 students registered to vote. They
already registered 150 people
during the first few weeks of
school.
According to Susan Waidner.
President of the College Republicans, voting is the single most
important thing you can do.
"You should register to vote
because it is your right," Waidner said. "With that vote you
are deciding who gets elected,

who makes those laws that
affect your life."
Waidner recommends that
students register to vote in
Wood County regardless of
where their hometown is.
Bowling Green is where you
live now for at least nine
months out of the year.
The College Republicans are
spending their semester giving
students a candidate to vote for
in the next city election. They
are backing Greg Amend, freshman political science major, for
1st Ward city council seat.
The 1st Ward consists of the
University and the street surrounding the campus. The seat
has been held by a University

student since the early 1980s.
The last student elected to
this two year position was
Republican Julie Meyer in
1997. When she was unable to
finish out her term city council
appointed another University
student, Sarah Tomashefski, a
Democrat.
The College Republicans
would like to put a Republican
back in that seat.
Amend has grown up in
Bowling Green. He went to
Crim Elementary and Bowling
Green High School. He feels
that he knows both the community's and the university's
needs well.

"I want to bring the community and the campus together,"
he said. "I represent the college,
not just the College Republicans, but the entire campus."
In addition to working on
Amend's campaign the College
Republicans are working on
several other campaigns. They
are backing John Quinn for
Bowling Green Mayor, and
many other republican candidates for the 2nd Ward, 3rd
Ward, 4th Ward and at-large
positions.
The College Republicans can
be found today in the Union
Oval. They have a table set up
that students can stop at and
learn more about what the Col-

lege Republicans stand for and
do. Students can also register
to vote at their table.
When students come up to
their information table Waidner is quick to ask them two
questions to tell whether they
may believe in Republican
issues or not.
"First, do you believe you
should be able to keep the
money that you make? Second,
do you believe that the government should refrain from having an all-controlling presence
in your life? If you said yes to
either of these questions you
believe many of the same
things the College Republicans

do."
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By ALEXANDRIA DEETZ
The BG News
With the start of a
new semester, students may feel overwhelmed with the amount of
work that needs to be done, as
well as making time for friends
and family.
However, with the proper
time management, students
can alleviate that stress and
still have time for studies and
various activities.
According to Craig Vickio,
cli nical psychologist with the

you may not want to take the
time to pull it into the pit to
change the tires because you
are not making time towards
the finish line," Vickio said.
He also said that students
need to take care of themselves.
"If we don't take good care of
ourselves, then we are not efficient," Vickio said. "The challenge in that is to make sure we
are doing things to help us refuel."
Vickio also said that it is
those people that solely commit

Counseling Center, the times
when students feel that they
cannot afford time off is when
they most need to take time
off.
Vickio uses the "Pit Stop
Analogy" to define his point.
"If you had a fine race car,

to getting their work done and
do not take the time for themselves who get burnt-out.
Also, Vickio said it is important to make sure that students
are not getting urgency and
importance confused. He said
that things that are more

important may get put on the
back-burner because their is
not a deadline attached to it.
"I know it can happen with
graduate students," Vickio
said. "You concentrate on
things that have an immediate
class deadline
and your
research gets put on the back
burner."
Vickio said that priorities
should not be dictated by deadlines.
According to Vickio, one good
way for time management is to
make a "To Do List."
"It helps you get a handle on
things," Vickio said. "You can
see the progress of crossing
things off on the list."
He also said that people
should experiment with trying
different activities during different times of the day.
"Find out what time of day
during the week when you are
most efficient," Vickio said.
"Then schedule from that and
provide room for flexibility."
He also said that it is a good
idea to break work into manageable chunks.
"Use a certain amount of
time for each chunk," Vickio
said. "It will keep you fresher."
Vickio said that good way to
make work less monotonous is
to schedule activities you can
look forward to.
"You will enjoy the activity
as well as the anticipation,"
Vickio said. "The energy and
enthusiasm will pictf up your
motivation."
Vickio said that one of the
most important things is to
maintain a balance.
"People are so committed to
doing their best, you even hear
people say, 'Well, as long as you
did your best.™ Vickio said.
"Sometimes you just have to
say 'that is enough for that
activity.™

"If you have been studying something for a
reasonable amount of time and you still
don't get it, go to your teaching assistant or
professor."
Joyce Blinn
Assistant Director of Academic Enhancement/Study Stills Lab
Joyce Blinn, assistant director
of
academic
enhancement/study skills lab,
also offered suggestions for
time management.
"I give students the National
Geographic Specials example."
Blinn said. "It is like buffalo on
the plain, you have to stay up
with the pack. The old, the
young and the sick are the ones
that get picked off. That is
what happens when you fall
behind. Catching up is harder
to do than staying-up with the
pack in the first place."
Blinn also said that "the
clock is always ticking."
"The best way to remember
material is to go over it as soon
as possible after the lecture.
The longer you wait, you have
to build from scratch."
She also said that students
should use daytime when they
are less tired to do their studying.
"Don't go back to the dorm
and take a nap," Blinn said.
"Even if you study for a couple
of hours somewhere that is free
of interruptions, you won't have
to study for hours and hours at
night."
According to Blinn, students
should study near their professor's office during their office
hours, in case a question arises.
"If you have a question, you
will be right outside their door,"
Blinn said.
Also, Blinn said not to "spin
your wheels."
"If you have been studying

something for a reasonable
amount of time and you still
don't get it, go to your teaching
assistant or professor," Blinn
said. "After you get the question answered, you will be able
to move on and continue studying."
Blinn said to study away
from the dormitory because
their are too many distractions,
including the bed.
Also, Blinn said a good way
to study is as if the test was
tomorrow.
"You should only have a
small amount of new material,"
Blinn said. "Even studying a
week before may not be enough
time."
Blinn also said that students
should focus on one thing at a
time and take small steps.
Also, it is important to take
care of your health.
"Don't make all-nighters a
regular part of your schedule,"
Blinn said.
She said one of the most
important things to remember
is that Thanksgiving is not a
vacation.
"It is a time to catch up and
get ahead, when you come back
things move like a freighttrain," Blinn said. "You can't
reclaim time."
For students needing additional information on time
management,
contact
the
Counseling Center at 372-2081
or the Study Skills Lab at 3728840.

'Elsewhere Theater' to house small productions
ByJEFFARNETT
The BG News
The format of the University
Theater Department's Elsewhere Theater will change significantly by the time students
come back next fall.
"We're not formally going to
have an Elsewhere Theater
after this year," said Margaret
McCubbin, an associate professor in the Theater Department
who has been involved in Elsewhere shows.
The Elsewhere Theater is a
small former television studio
that was converted into a theater, and has been used for
many of the Theater Department's smaller, more experimental plays The theater will

still exist, but its status and
function will be much different.
According to Brad Clark,
production coordinator for the
Theater Department, the Elsewhere is treated as a smaller
venue for the department's productions. This year it will
house four small productions
but its format will be quite different next year.
"Right now it's simply our
third space and we program it
like the Eva Saint Marie or the
Joe E. Brown (Theaters],"
Clark said. "[Next yearl we're
not going to simply consider it a
programmed space along with
the other two theaters."
Instead, the Elsewhere will
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be used as a more experimental
space, available for students
and classes to use. Clark said it
would be tied very closely to
classes, as perhaps an outlet for
students hi a playwriting class
to have their plays produced.

"There could be an Elsewhere a week. It
will be more available, more open, sort of a
workshop for actors, for directors, for
playwrights."

Margaret McCubbin
Associate Professor in the Theater Department
"It's actually a very common
sort of space to have in univer-"
sities nationwide," Clark said.
able to give a generalized to be approved.
The precise format of the description of the new format
McCubbin also said the Elsenew Elsewhere theater, howev- for the Elsewhere theater.
where'.-, new format will be a
er, has yet to be finalized,
Shields said the theater will good outlet for student creativiaccording to Theater Depart- be open every week for stu- ty.
ment Chairman Ron Shields. dents to use, though it will not
"There could be an ElseShields said the department "be like an open mic at the
does not yet have an accepted neighborhood bar." He added where a week," McCubbin said.
proposal for the new theater. that it will be a good opportuni- "It will be more available, more
He noted that the details will ty and creative outlet for stu- open, sort of a workshop for
probably not be finalized for at dents, but the specifics have yet actors, for directors, for playwrights."
least three weeks, but he was
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Besides registering people to
vote and helping with campaigns Amend points out that
College Republicans is a great
way to meet people and get
involved in politics.
"There is no aspect in American Culture that politics does
not affect. It is a relationship,
the more people you know the
more you get involved, the more
people will want to help you,
whether you want to go into
politics or are a small business
owner."
According to Waidner the
College Republicans want to
make politics cool again.

U. student
elected to
Board of
Trustees
By GRETA HALE
The BG News
Some University students
are offered the chance to make
a difference in their community. However, one University
student has been given the
chance to represent the tax
payers of Ohio through the
Board of Trustees.
Kate Newnam of Bowling
Green was recently appointed
to the position of student representative to the Board of
Trustees by Gov. Bob Taft.
In addition to serving as a
voice for the tax payers of Ohio,
Newnam
also
presents a student's perspective to
the Board
of Trustees.
Student
representatives
are
not permitted to vote
Kate Newnam
or attend
executive
sessions, yet Newnam said
there is a bill in the Ohio Legislature to allow students to
vote and attend executive sessions that has yet to pass.
Newnam has attended two
meetings, one in June and one
last week. The latter meeting
was "on-call" to approve the
construction of the new technology infrastructure.
"We always have to analyze
every decision and decide what
is in the best interest of the
University Community as a
whole," Newnam said, about
Trustee decisions.
Before becoming a member
of the Board of Trustees, Newnam first filled out an application with University Student
Government.
After a local
interview, her name was forwarded to the governor and she
was chosen.
Newnam spoke with Pete
Fitz, her predecessor, when she
was deciding if she would pursue the position. He gave her a
lot of information about the
responsibilities that the position includes.
Kevin Konecnic, the graduate student trustee, has given
Newnam a lot of advise about
protocol and has helped to
acclimate her.
Although
Newnam
is
extremely active in other organizations and activities on
campus, this responsibility is
at the top of her priority list.
Newnam is a sophomore
business major with a 4.0 GPA.
Some of her other activities
include being a USG Senator, a
member of the Student Budget
Committee, and a member of
the Honors Student Association.
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OPINION

Brian Taylor
Opinion Editor
372-2603

Some labor unappreciated
Hello everybody, and welcome back to school from our
first mini vacation this semester. I hope you all enjoyed your
day off. I would just like to
reflect for a moment about the
meaning of Labor Day to people
like you and me.
Ah, Labor Day... the one day
a year set aside for relaxing,
the one day a year that no one
has to go to work. That is, no
one except me, and everyone
else that works in the "service"
industry.
I worked a 10 hour shift yesterday. I did, at least, get paid
time and a half, but come on!
It's freakin' Labor Day! Gimme
a break!
I think that if we're going to
call a day "Labor Day," we
should use that day to honor
everyone that labors, that is,
works.
But the mall was open yesterday. Lots of restaurants
were open, too. Not to mention
the carryouts, gas stations,
video stores and movie theaters.
Why aren't the employees of
these places honored with a day
of rest?
Ill be the first to say that
standing on your feet all day
and running around for the customers is definitely not easy
work. And ask any server if his

or her job is easy. Ill bet you
they have a long list of horrors
that have happened to them on
the job. When do these people
get a day off? Christmas?
But 111 bet there wasnt a
unionized worker in America
that reported for their shift yesterday. And the bankers got a
day off, too. The government, of
course, observed the holiday as
well.
What makes these types of
workers worthy of getting
Labor Day off and not service
sector workers? Why are service sector employees always
getting shafted?
Seriously. Waiters and waitresses are probably the most
underpaid workers in this
country (with the exception of
teachers). I think minimum
wage for them is like $2.13 per
hour. I don't understand how
anyone could live on this even
with tips. They should make at
least the meager minimum

wage the rest of the country
makes.
Even Whopper floppers and
other fast-food restaurant
employees make more than
minimum wage. Why do we
devalue servers so much? I
mean, we all enjoy going out
and having a friendly server
bring our drinks and food out to
us.
Why aren't more people concerned with helping these people make a livable wage?
And while I'm on the topic,
who the hell can live on minimum wage? Forty hours per
week at $5.15 per hour, 52
weeks a year, and you're still
only making $10,712.00 before
taxes. I guess that would be
okay if you had no car, no
phone, no TV and no electricity.
You could pay rent and eat and
that's about it.
I guess what I'm trying to get
at is that all jobs are important.
It takes everyone from the CEO
to the janitor to make a business work and to keep our little
existence humming along
smoothly. And I even agree
that different values should be
attached to different jobs. But
no one should be getting
screwed like service sector
employees.
I mean, those happy people
that make my McMuffin every
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morning are more important to
my daily life than the CEO of
Microsoft, but he probably
makes more in an hour than
they will in a lifetime at the
"Golden Arches." The gas station attendants, the retail
clerks, the cashiers, the
servers, the people who put up
with people all day long deserve
good pay as much or more than
any CEO in my opinion.
But for some reason, we continue to take advantage of service sector employees. They
work crappy hours for crappy
pay and rarely get benefits.
Some of them don't even get
Christmas off. (Can you imagine what it would be like with
no convenience stores for one
whole day? The horror!)
So I challenge all of you that
have continued reading this far
to show some appreciation to
the service providers in your
life. Leave a big tip, or don't
throw your fast food tray in the
trash can, or say thank you at
the checkout-do something for
the people that work for you
everyday.
Sarah Delaney is still pissed
off about working on Labor
Day, but she can be reached for
comment by email at delaney
@bgnet.bgsu.edu.

Rape remembered
;Wendy
Suto

Letter to the Editor
Keep dogs on
leash at BGSU
Is there a law on campus and
in the city to keep your animals
on a leash?
In the interests of public
safety, I appeal to animal owners to be more sensitive to other
people who may have allergies
and phobias about animals.
I had a nasty experience one
morning during the summer
vacation when two dogs rushed
in my direction and jumped at
me just seconds after the owner
(a faculty member) unleashed

her dogs.
I just stood there and
screamed until the owner called
her dogs off and put them on a
leash again. I was terrified of
the dogs and more especially
when they jumped at me.
I have seen many people,
students and staff, unleash
their dogs and allow the dogs to
play freely. In fact, recently,
there was a gentleman (who
may be a student, faculty or
visitor) who was playing catch
with two really big dogs outside
Williams Hall.
He was at a great distance
from his dogs and I wondered if

he would bo able to call them off
on time should they jump at a
passerby? Who is responsible if
fellow students are attacked by
these dogs?
I understand their need to
walk their dog but I appeal to
them to be more considerate of
others. Sometimes, I am afraid
to go on my errand or to class
when I see people playing with
their unleashed animals unless
I can find an alternate route.

Feiziya Patel
patelf@bgnet.bgsu.edu

For those of you who do not
yet know me, my name is
Wendy. I am a rape survivor. It
happened on this very campus
in one of the resdience halls my
freshman year.
No, I did not ask for it. The
man was no stranger to my life.
We had not been drinking. And
no, I never expected him to rape
me. Even though we had been
dating for two months, I had
known him fairly well for the
past five years. (Therefore I
had no reason not to trust him
when he visited me for a weekend.)
The assault marked the first
few days of the end of my freshman year.
If anybody were to ask me
exactly what happened during
the attack, I couldn't really say.
From what I do remember of
that weekend, the man assaulted me so many times I lost
track. S only counted to keep
from crying, to put my mind
elsewhere, anywhere other
than that moment.) Because I
was a virgin, I immediately
sought various means in which
to cleanse my body and my delicate spirit.
Being naive and young at the
time, I figured the best way to
erase what happened to me was
to find another lover. There
were a few other boys that year
too, most of whom remain
nameless and of no real importance to me to this very day.
I thought I could keep my

area
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truth to come forward. Most
importantly, what if we still
find ourselves losing the battle
if for a brief moment we found
the courage to face the enemy of
fear?
Remember the old adage of
standing up for what we believe
in? I think I have the knowledge and experience to say
almost nobody knows this better than me.
Last spring I took my most
courageous stand against sexual assault. I wrote an opinion
piece for The Obsidian,
revealing to the residents of
Bowling Green that I was a
rape survivor. In this piece, I
finally allowed myself to
acknowledge that I needed to
accept what happened and
begin the healing process. I
have never felt more empowering or more scared all at once
than I did back then.
Yeah, college should be a fun
time, but we should not allow
ourselves to get too carried
away into thinking every day is
going to be filled with wonderful, lasting experiences and
memories. We as students have
to accept that we may sometimes have unpredictable, horrible times here. But whatever
happens, just take each memory for what it is and move forward. If we cannot move forward and learn form the mistakes we or others have made,
then we may end up mourning
that one particular incident for
too long as I did. And we should
not miss out on a lot of wonderful college experiences.

210 West Hall
Bowling Green State University
Bowling Green, Ohio 43403
Phone: (419) 372-2601
E-mail: bgnews@listproc.bgsu.edu
Website:bgnews.com

Letters to the Editor Policy
Do you agree with all of this? We doubt It. Write us and let us
know where you stand.
■ Letters to the Editor. Letters are to be less than 500 words (less
than two typed, double-spaced pages). These are usually in
response to a current Issue on the BGSU campus or Bowling Green

mind off of the incident by participating in several campus
organizations. Unbeknownst to
myself, but not to others, I
inadvertantly
created
an
entirely new persona during
my freshman year.
Family and friends back
home assumed I was healthily
growing and becoming more
accustomed to college life, but I
knew the truth behind my
actions.
Instead of growing, I felt as if
I was sinking into a hazy oblivion.
Although I was uncertain of
what was to come for myself, I
knew I hated myself more and
more with each passing day.
Labor Day weekend marked
the two year anniversary of my
rape. I say mine because it is
my experience to cope and deal
with on my own. And although
I do not celebrate the assault,
that particular weekend looms
over my head each year like a
thundercloud.
The
cloud
reminds me, "Hey, remember
me? The man who raped you?"
He laughs at the woman I used
to be and the woman I have
now become as a result of the
assault. Since the incident, I
have taken to running from
Bowling Green each time the
date grows nearer. I hastily
sprint far from my fears. This
past weekend was no different
either.
Why do we as a society feel
the need to run away from our
fears and problems rather than
looking them in the eyes? Is it
easier to run? Perhaps it is
because we are afraid of the
possible outcomes. Not knowing how to resolve the situation
might overwhelm us. Not
knowing where to begin may
also leave us at a loss. Maybe
we are afraid of disappointing
our families if we allow the

1

Mike Lehmkuhle
Photo Editor
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I decided to start my endeavor with an easy one. I've seen
enough casino movies to know
how to play this game.
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Other than my fedora, I'm
dasy to spot at a party.
• I'm the guy playing cards at
a table with an enjoyable beverage by my side and a thin haze
constantly lurking nearby. Of
course, the game being played
is euchre. Far be it from me to
rjub euchre as an inferior and
tacking game (though it is), but
there's a simple reason I tire of
it quickly.
• I suck at it.
• When I do play a good game,
my partner inevitably has a bad
game. I have yet to win a single
game of euchre. So I go back to
enjoying my beverage and making an attempt or two at flirtation. After a couple slaps to the
Face, I go back to cards.
My genetic program keeps
felling me that this is very bad
for my masculinity. Since male
dominance is determined by
either charisma with females or
skill at card-playing, I had to
prove my worth.
I had been born with a birthmark in the shape of two jack of
diamonds and two queen of
spades, known as a "double
pinochle." So, I chose cards.
However, because the citizens
of Ohio are under-educated in
the ways of cards, the only
game they know is euchre.
Saturday night I stumbled
onto the Yahoo! Games forum
and hurt my foot. Through the
searing pain in my foot, I realized that this was my chance to
prpve myself.
Forgoing a Labor Day weekend full of parties and a wonVlrous variety of drinks, I sought
-to educate the masses and
'prove my skill at using little
rectangles. I chose seven card
-games; a pentathalon of plastic
to prove my skill as a male. The
events were to be blackjack,
hearts, poker, euchre, sheep's
'head, cribbage, and pinochle. It
was me against the thousands
• of people on Internet. So I
popped in a Basement Jaxx CD
and hit the Net. The results are
as follows:
- Blackjack

Let's just say that I resembled Mikey in Swingers. Not
only that, but I found out that
the computer allows you to go
into the negative $100,000's
Result: Loss
Hearts
After a dismal first trial, I
moved to the hearts section.
The only room open was the one
titled the "Amoeba Drop." I didn't like the connotation (it's a
male thing). But, in the name of
journalism, I plodded onward
and inward.
I was losing from the first
hand. The next two hands
found me with more hearts
than Mother Theresa's convent.
The next hand was worse. I got
points dumped on me left and
right. My opponents would not
let up. It became so bad that I
began yelling at my computer. I
was cursing in strange tongues,
and cursing so loud that the
crucifix in the next room wept
blood.
My string of obscenities was
cut short when I noticed that I
had accidentally "shot the
moon" (meaning that I had
pulled in all the points that
hand). As a result, my opponents went from battling over
first place to trying not to lose.
Somehow I stayed ahead for the
next couple hands, and stumbled to a victory.
Result: Win
Poker
Feeling a bit more confident,
I tackled the world of bluffing
and betting known as Poker.
The virtual tables were hosting
games of Texas Hold 'em with
up to ten players a table. I sat
down with my virtual $1000
and was ready to know when
to hold 'em, know when to fold
'em, know when to walk away,
know when to run.
I'd like to describe what
happened next, but I'm not
quite sure. Players were talking about the cards in their
"pocket," chastising a "maniac"
for raising the pot so high after
the "flop," folding at the "turn,"
and getting "gutshot" at the
"river," making my head "spin"
from all the "lingo," causing me
to "puke" on my roommate's
"computer."
It was a sickly sight. I did
more folding than on laundry
day. Finally, I seemed to be getting a good hand though. The
two cards I was dealt were the
ace and eight of diamonds. The
first three community cards
dealt were the jack, queen, and
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more information
on applying for
education abroad
funds. Call 2-0309
for more information. 1103
Offenhauer West.

events

Tuesday, Sept. 7
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

.College
Republicans
Membership Drive
Union Oval.

: 1:30 p.m.-2:30 p.m.
International

Travel

7 p.m. - 8:30p.m.
Eating Disorders Support Group
For women with anorexia
and bulimia concerns;

and looking over the results
playing sheep's head. It got so
second hand her partner got a
brought one very evident fact
double pinochle. Even though I
bad that players were naming
to the forefront. I had wasted
cards (for partner that hand)
was set back by countless
the entire weekend.
while praying to every known
points, I was able to fight my
So I spent Monday evening
deity that I didn't have the
way to a win. It was an epic
at a party. Of course, I was sitnamed card.
battle, and you can only find
Despite making every possihow I did it by buying my auto- ting with many a tasty libation
biography Bestul: A Man's Man in my possession, playing
ble mistake, I somehow placed
second out of five players. I
(But I Like Women a Whole Lot euchre with people who always
beat me. Oh well.
think it was because of the vir- Better). Available at worse
At least the women slap me
bookstores everywhere.
gin I sacrificed.
instead of threatening to kill
Result: Win
Result: Inconclusive
me with random computer
Cribbage
The Verdict
It was now Sunday evening,
parts.
The many losses I had
encountered had
.- Is
begun to take
Iii
ACROSS
. |H
1 Speaks roughly
•
their toll. I
"
'i
6Grveof1
moved on to the
10 OkJ-tasruoned
next event in this
'<
oath
online hep14 Extreme prelix
22
tathalon.
15 SAT section
74 1
Ever since I
16 Recently
■1
H
deceased
was a wee little
26
30 1
.'
17
Seatatabar
baby, I had crib1
18 Russian ruler
39
bage in my blood.
x> 36
3i
H- r
H
19 Detonator cord
My grandpa
20 Fraternity letter
!■■
|
Hj
*i 1
ay
taught me when 1
21 Orated at a
was ten, and I've
■^ IB 1
«3
luneral
H
23 Glowing coal
only lost twice
4/
46 1
-J)
25
V-gjl's
hero
kV
since then. It's
H
S1
26 Jou-nakst Bly
M 1
my genetics
^M
29
Songstress
(either that, or
Yt
W
BO
y
Eartha
\>'
the Glock I carry
31 Tel Avvflier
to every cribbage
b3
32 Venetian Uind
M
game).
part
&H
m
34
Macintosh,eg
This game
39
Way
to
cook
1
started no differ|
pas:a
ently. I broke out
41 GetonAmlrak
1999 T'lOunc Mod»a Services lie
97/99
of the gate with
All rights reserved
43 Spanish pnesl
more 15's than a
44 Make reference
driver's education
to
46 Mobile starter''
7 Lively Polish
class. I was on
dance
47 Annexes
the verge of
49 Viewpoints
8 Emphatic
skunking her
51 Well-grounded
typeface abbr
until she got a
55 Computer insert
9 Gullet
triple run in her
LOOKING FOR
57 Rescuer
10 Pixielike
crib. In the end. I
59 Collar extension
11 Surgical dressrg
ANSWERS
IN ALL
won by cutting
63 Leer at
material
12 Confused
64 Have lunch
THE WRONG
nobs.
65 Practice piece ol 13 Acts
For some reaPLACES?
music
22 Suggest
son, she conceded
66 Lion's tare
24 Finest
GET
SOME HELP
the match.
67 Means
25 Lowest high tide
FROM THE
Result: Win
27 Ms. Fitzgerald
lusWiers?
Pinochle
28 Shane" sta' Aian
68 Enchantress
ANSWER KEY —
30 List element
69 Table scraps
I had come to
www.banews.com
70 Highland 'och
33 Allow to use
the final competi35 Utilitarian
71 Odor
tion in this test of
36 Newman or
manhood. My
McCartney
DOWN
eyes were blurry
56 Clothe
48 Muffle
37 Low-calorie
1 Dry, ensp bread
58 Climbing plant
and carpal tunnel
50 Bare min«num
38 Hali-ot-Famer
2 Utah ski resort
51 Play replay, often 60 Unadulterated
Slaughter
3 Discontinue
had set in, but
61 Home of the first
52 Woods
40 Actress Pal and
4 Paddle wheel.
the final game
family''
nickname
others
e.g.
was pinochle. I
62 Pre-Easter
5 Deli sausage
53 G-sharp
42 Come closer
am a veritable
season
54 Source for sugar
6 TV host
45 Goes up
juggernaut when
it comes to
pinochle.
Ohio weather
Grrr.
It start- Tuesday, Sept. 7
ed off very AccuWeather* lorecast lor daytime conditions. hiflrvlow temperatures
poorly. My
woebegone
opponent
fT\^ I Ckweasml |7r5F
got a douPronounced: wO-bi-"gon
ble
Function: adjective
pinochle
Voungstown 7» /M '
Etymology: Middle English
the first
; ManstWd WIST I .
wo begon, from wo, noun +
hand. The
begon, past participle of begon
to go about, beset, from Old
English, begAn, from be- + gAn
Wednesday, Sept.
to go — more at GO
4 Chunky* Itr/srj
jl
Daylon II /57
8
Date: 14th century
1 : strongly affected with
11 a.m. ■ 3 p.m.
woe: WOEFUL
Student Organization
2 : a : exhibiting great woe,
Fair
sorrow, or misery <a woebeFind out about more than
gone expression> D : being in a
100 BGSU student organisorry state <woebegone tatterea clothes>
zations. Representatives C1980ACCUWMWI. Inc
from most campus organi- woebegonenessnoun
zations will be at the Fair.
"His woebegone expression
«**»
Sfto»fi Tuorrn*
Lenhart Grand Ballroom,
Sunny PI dourly CtourJy
told her that indeed, there was
no food left in the cafeteria."
Student Union.
,..-... ., .«■ ■ Ml

four of diamonds With two
cards to go, I already had a
flush, with the possibility of a
royal one at that. I bet like
Donald Trump. There was no
stopping me. The last two
cards came up as the queen
and jack of spades. It was then
that another player showed his
queen of hearts, giving him the
win and the rest of my cash.
The old-timers at the table
shared their sympathy for my
"bad beat" at the hands of a
"backdoor" "boat."
I responded by vomiting and
leaving the virtual room with
my manhood lodged firmly in
my intestines.
Result: Loss
Euchre
Upon further review, I
remembered that I suck at this
game, and would lose. Therefore, I chose to find a different
game. This is what is known as
an editorial decision.
Result: No Comment
Canasta
No, I don't know how to play
it, either, but since I skipped
euchre, I needed a seventh
card game. It didn't seem that
difficult. I was partnered with
someone named "canastyl837."
My partner fumed when I
tried to meld 3's in the first
turn. She started sending
threatening messages when I
asked what the payoff was if I
had a royal flush. She seemed
heartened when I began cheering over the chat, until I told
her the reason for my jubila•tion was that I had a double
pinochle. She then became
strangely silent.
After we were severely
behind, my partner sent me
this message:
Ip, U do realize that
2s and jokers are wild,
right? do U have any 2s
or jokers?l
To which I responded, of
course:
Igo fishl
My partner then left the
table, threatening to find me
and kill me by smashing my
computer monitor into my
head.
Result: Loss
Sheep's Head
Yes, there is a game called
"sheep's head." If you're not
from Wisconsin or one of the
bordering areas, you'll never
learn it. The last time I tried to
teach someone to play sheep's
head, he told me to leave and
keep away from his livestock
and his virgin daughter.
Actually, it's kind of like
euchre, except a lot more cutthroat. Because of that, I kept
thinking like euchre while

sponsored by the Student
Health Center and the
Counseling Center. For
more information call
Judy Miller, MSN, RN at
2-7425. 107 Hanna Hall.

9 p.m.
vision
vision is a Gay, Lesbian,
Bisexual,
Transgender,
Queer,
Questioning,
Straight Supportive student group on-campus.
107 Hanna Hall.
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Mary Beth Murtha
Page Three Editor
372-2603
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of the day
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Home City
Ice Company

COM
DISC

Movie: •••'. *rioM»BememlMr'(l»M.Drams! Keni
Movie: •»» "Sartx 8ewar»"(1952. Comedy) Dean Minn, Jerry
More The Titanic liagsdy 'S vvyrcd ihrough a survivor s eyes
Lewis Tho comedy learn of Mart*) and Lewis p ns me Navy n
I Pulp fco-Jce V ICflnvPreeents
Win
Ben
[BSiyShl
Saturday Night Uve DnS
J*n Breuer (R)
Brooks.
The
kxWes
ol
oveized
man
are salirged by Mel Brooks
Steln't Money
Hamilton. I
FBI Files "Above ItieUwifll
New
Detectives
'Case
Studies
On
1st
Wide
"Submarine
Wild Discovery'Galor'"(R)
Your New
IFIilt-Li
Forensic
Science(R)
Dttaaleri ■• Deep Secrals" (R)
Mouse iR|
Baseball Tonight
Sportscenler
ESPN
s
20th
Anniversary
H«I.ligtrls
ol
the
past
20
years
in
sports
Sportscentsr

VJF

Movie ••• 'T«enic"(19S3.
Drama) CUton Webb X
DsiTyShoi
[WiiTB^
Stein's Money
BsVwaTsBHP MMM
Disasters - Deep Secrets (H)

Sponecenter I

Uov»: •en,
Movie: ••• -Suewrtrr |!99«. Comedy-Drama) Warren Beany A ■ptaMM
Blue SUea*:
I 00) Uovie: iMovie: .. Toovny Boy'(1995 O^JO™!*^;,*",,. .
disenchanted US senalot lums his campaign upside down R JT City (In Stereo) Aoge8"(!9!
First look S
'Grumpy Men' | underachieve! struggles lo -a>e Ins lalhei s company PC
Chrll
War
Journal
The 1862
Go»en Gate Bridge San
Roman War Machine Rf
Secret Service (R) (Part'el 4) 20th Century The history ol hale -ngUnd'a0ie«iw«1heB0Francisco s Golden Gate Bndge r>a"n-><'ttt. i.r L;U* krjneMa
mile Hadrian's Wall m England.
HIST
groups et America (R)
fOXSpottaNewT
Inside Wiruton Cup Rcnmond FOX Sports News
Hardcore Football |R)
Slanl
SUnt(R)
Last Word
FOX Scons
Va (R:
FS0 News
Star Trek (In Sleteojl
HlgMander: The Series Double Friday the 13th: The Series
Sliders
-The
Breeder"
(l
Sl»r Trek iln Sr
'Quantum Leap Runaway Varuty's MV'or' (In Stereo) X
Jeopardy (In SntK|X_
Slereoll
SCIFI ,Jur,3. 196* |V Stereo)!
Trauma: LUeln the ER Si
i: Plunder Under Big Stuff: Sea (R)
Trauma: LKe in the ER Si
'Amazing Medicine R]
Vtficents Emergency Room (R,
Hone Again [Home Again
if Escape
Vincents Emergency
ergencyRr.Room (R)
[RnPart3ol»)|(Rl(Part4ol9)
Movie: • -Valicna/Urrlpijon'sSrine' rnp-(IMS)MMFrrMr
see "The BreaHasr Cue (1965) Emrko Eslevez five
Due Sou* "Mounlie and Soul" EH Shades ol Gray" (In SMnoT Mcvte:
Rowdy high school students art timed k) Waatwigton. DC
een-agers
make
slrries
loward
mutual
underaunowj
"owoynipj
|X
(R) (In Stereo) X
iNew York IJrvdereover "Alter
7s Fourth Round and Women's Quanerknals Fran Flushing Meadows N V (Lrve)
[U.S. Open Tenns Men
Xena: Warrior Princess
Shakespeare (Hi Slereol I
USA High
Allared Slales" (In Slereol X
Las! Hurrah
When Are They Now?
Behind the Muaic I968'(R) (in Where Are They How? (In
Ed Sullivan's Ed Sullivan's Where Are They Now?
Legends The Doors" (R) (In
■Woodslock" (R) (In Sle'eo'i
Stereo)
Stereo]
Rock n' Roll hVoodslock' (R) (In Slerl
Rock n Roll
Stereo)
ESPN
HBO

nc
TNI

Now Hiring for these Positions:
1. Route Drivers
2. Production Stackers
3. Truck Loaders
Competitive Wages / Flexible Schedules
Locations throughout all of Ohio
and Southeast Michigan

Call Today for Complete Details!!

1-800-899-8070
"Be a part of a winning tradition"
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Melissa Naymik
Editor-in-Chief

WORLD NEWS
HMO shortchanges New Jersey doctor
AP Business Writer

After months of phone calls and letters trying to collect thousands of dollars from Horizon Blue Cross and Blue Shield of
New Jersey, Dr. Anthony Musarra was fed up.
Late payments from the health maintenance organization
were forcing the Absecon, N.J., internist into debt to pay his
office expenses, so he asked the state for help.
On June IS, state regulators warned Horizon it could be fined
up to $10,000 for appropriate claims not paid within 60 days.
Within days, Musarra said, checks started arriving, and Horizon apologized for the delay. However, Horizon denies allegations about late payments, said spokesman Fred Hillmann. He
said the company pays 30 million claims a year and only a few
thousand are in dispute.
States are becoming more aggressive in making sure that
plans pay claims from doctors and hospitals.
"When it goes to the state, the plan gets worried and does
something about it," Musarra said.

Eye on the Nation
Look out below!

372-6966

Hazardous cargo still present on airliners
AP Business Writer
MIAMI — Despite the efforts of the Federal Aviation Administration, hazardous materials are still being shipped aboard the
nation's commercial airliners.
The fiery ValuJet crash that killed 110 people three years ago
was blamed on out-of-service oxygen generators — normally
installed in special containers to provide emergency oxygen for
passengers — that were shipped in the cargo hold.
The FAA came under attack in the ValuJet investigation for
problems controlling hazardous materials, and some of the same
problems persist. For example, the heat-producing oxygen generators are banned as cargo on passenger airlines, but they have
flown or been intercepted at least 20 times since the crash.
Since the ValuJet crash, the biggest change is a new requirement that airlines add fire detection and suppression equipment
to old cargo holds by 2001. But halfway to the deadline, forms
filed by the industry show only 11 percent of the nation's fleet
has been converted.

States try to recover defrauded money

E. Timor faces more terror from militia

AP National Writer

Associated Press Writer

The states allegedly defrauded by money manager Martin
Frankel stand to recover less than 40 cents on the dollar unless
investigators locate a hidden supply of cash.
State regulators already have seized $57.5 million and are
eyeing $26.5 million in a frozen Swiss bank account linked to the
Connecticut-based money manager.
But Frankel, formerly of Toledo, Ohio, is believed to have
embezzled at least $218 million from several insurance companies, authorities say.
At that amount, states would have to cover 61.5 cents for
every dollar invested in one of the insurance companies Frankel
dealt with.
Now that Frankel has been arrested in Germany, state officials hope he will help them find the missing money, presumably
in a bid for leniency.
Investigators have linked at least three foreign bank accounts
to Frankel, in Switzerland, Italy and Germany, said Keith Wenzel, director of Missouri's Department of Insurance.
State regulators also hope they'll be able to liquidate homes,
diamonds and jewels belonging to Frankel, Wenzel said Monday.
Frankel may have been financing his run with more than $10
million in diamonds and gold he bought before fleeing, authorities said.

DILI, Indonesia — Tens of thousands of refugees fled the capital of East Timor on Monday as pro-Indonesia militias continued a wave of terror, torching homes and reportedly slaughtering hundreds of civilians.
World leaders indignantly called for Indonesia to make good
on its pledge to provide security in the provincial capital, Dili.
But witnesses said Indonesian troops were aiding the militias
and trying to intimidate journalists and U.N. workers into fleeing the territory.
For the first time, a senior Indonesian official acknowledged
the breakdown in security.
"The situation remains out of control," Gen. Rusmanhadi,
chief of national police, said in the Indonesian capital of Jakarta. "The government there is no longer functioning."
The city spiraled into chaos after the announcement Saturday
that East Timorese had voted overwhelmingly in favor of independence from Indonesia in a U.N.-supervised referendum.
Bands of pro-Indonesian militia set houses ablaze, fired rocket-propelled grenades and bazookas, and shouted through megaphones for those remaining in the city to get out. Witnesses said
both militiamen and Indonesian troops loaded people onto
trucks and sent them to West Timor, an Indonesian province
that shares the island with East Timor.

Interested in
East Timor?
Come hear a first
hand account from
Dr. Marc Simon

Associated Press Photo
Residents of SI. Petersburg watch as a huge sea crane
launches the Peter the Great-era reconstructed frigate
"Shtandart" at the shipyard in St. Petersburg, Russia.

THE
TANNING
CENTER

10 Bed Visits for $20
8 Booth Visits for $20
IipirnS.ptimb.ru>, 1999

3 LOCATIONS

■ THE WASH HOUSE
248 N. MAIN ST.

I
I
I
L

993 S. MAIN
353-8826

354-1559
10
2

5

BEDS

Jay Smith M.D.

THE HEAT

SOUTHSIDK LAUNDROMAT

904 E.

WOOSTER

General Medicine & Pain Management
Accepting New Patients
Immediate Appointments Available

352-3588
5

BEDS

BEDS

BOOTHS

Serving BG since 1980

354-6166
Transmission Service
Foreign & Domestic

ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE

Transmission
• Tires
All Mechanical Work • Bearings
• Brakes
• All Farm Equip.
• Diesel and Gas Motors
- Low Shop Rates •24 HOUR TOWING - Free Towing with Student ID (with qualified repair)

Meeting this Wednesday
at 7:30 in BA100
Sponsored by International
Relations Organization

ATTENTION FRESHMAN MEN:
Were you a leader in high school?
Were you an athlete in high school?
Do you enjoy an active social life?
If your answer is yes to any of these questions

B&B Truck & Auto
Repair & Welding
13040

RUSH SAE
We're looking for a few true gentlemen
Septmeber 13-16 7:30-9:30
at tent by Conklin
IAE SAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE ZAE

40 Bishop Rd., Bowling Green, OH • 353-2S

HELP
Dining

WANTED
Services

NOW HIRIN'
FOR
FALL 1999
Dining Services relies upon sludenl help in the restaurants, dining centers,
convenience stares, snack bars and the Student Union. Job opportunities
are flexible. Available positions include general food service worker,
cashier, olrice worker, cook, student manager, student personnel coordinator, computer specialist, courier and clerical. Wages are competitive and
o variety or incentives are provided
Begining Fall Semester 1999, the starting wage for Dining
Services BGSU student employees is $5.70 per hour. $5
Meal Bonus Dollars are awarded if you work 13 hours a
week and $10 Meal Bonus Dollars are awarded if you work
20 hours a week.
Work at the Union Pizza Outlet
or Commons Bakery between
the hours of 1 -4am and receive
50 cents more per hour!
1-4am worlcshrft beginning
base pay is $6.20 per hour

DINING SERVICES 1999-^000
NORMAL OPERATING HOURS

Muclent Union

The Neat
Grill
Monday - Friday
10 10am 2pm
Bowl -n- Greenery Monday - Thursday
11 30am • ftpm
I - 6pm debit access
Friday
11:30am • 3pm
I • 3pm debit access
The Pheasant Room Monday - Friday
Coffee Shop
I 30am - l.30p
Monday - Thursday
4 30 - 7pm
I'I//.I Shop
Monday - Thursday Cafeteria Line
Ham- 3am
Friday
11 am - I am
Saturday
4pm - I am
Proul Cafeteria

Sunday
4 pm - 3ai

Kirischrr Dining Ccutcr
Monday - Friday
7:30am - 7pm
Saturday - Sunday
I Oam ■ 7pm
Shadows Snack Bar Sunday • Thuntday
7pm- Midnight
Silver River Cafe'
Monday • Friday
i ■ 8.30pm

Keeper". Food
Court

ft

6

$ D

i freshman only scheduled to work 8
hours per week
• at 8rirs./wk=$ 182 40 a month
Let us mentor you!
Training for all employees
Set Schedule for entire Semester

I Commons Dining Center 372-2563» Kreucher Sundial Food Court 372-2825
McDonald Dining Center 372-2771 • Student Union 372-7947
The Golley 372-2766 • Founders Keepers Food Court 372-2781

Monday - Friday
7 30am - 7pm
Saturday • Sunday
I Oam - 7 pm
Keepers Snack Bar Sunday - Thnuday
7pm - Midnight

Mam • I Ipm

Sunday
10am - I Ipm
Monday - Thursday
7am • 6pm
Friday

7am - 3 pm
Monday - Friday
Breakfast 7:30- 10:30am
Lunch I lam - 1:30pm
Monday - Thursday
Dinner
4:30 - 7pm

Main Dining

Garden Terrace
li. ii

Towers West
Restaurant
GT Express
Convenience Store

II you are <in jpplicjnt who
qualifies and are between the age-, of
18 and 27 by February 1. 2000. never
married and ai least a llx month resident of Ohio, thus college students
are eligible, you could he Ohio's
represenaiive ai the CBS nationally
televised MISS USA PAGEANT in
February. Last Year. MISS USA
competed for over $200,000 in cash
and prizes. The 2000 Ohio USA
pageant will be held at the Radttson
Airport Hotel in Columbus. Ohio on
November 13 and 14. 1999. The new
Miss Ohio USA. along with her expense
paid trip to compete in the CBS-nationally televised MISS USA PAGEANT will
receive over $1,000 in cash among her many prizes All Ladies interested in
competing for the title must respond by mail by September 29. 1999.

I larshinan
Galley

7 30am - 2pm

Comirvons Dining Center

6pm- Midnight

Monday • Friday
Breakfast
7 30- Ham
Lunch
I lam-2pm
Limited Service 2 4 30pm
Dinner
4:30-6 30pm
Monday - Friday
8*m - Midnight
Saturday - Suatday
Noon - Midnight

imill MKTWCllH«RECINT»UnMT. a UIEF UKUMf
UMEUUMrttNErtlMIEI WIITETl: 2IHBOS*W»HitHtUMJ

Monday - Thursday

Main Dining

hp-H/n/w Ad-

M K RFHMMC TUfNT IEWMU

Monday • Friday
Breakfast 7.30 -*l 1:00am
Lunch
Ham -2pm
Dinner
430 - 6 30pm
Saturday - Sunday
Brunch
10am - 2pm
Dinner
4 30 -6:30pm
Sunday - Thursday
2pm ■ I Ipm
Friday - Saturday
closed
Monday - Friday
4:30-6:30pm
Monday - Friday
Bam • Midnight
Saturday - Sunday
Noon - Midnight

4:30pm - Midnight
Friday
7 30am - 2pm
Closed Saturday

Chlly's Express
Convenience Store

^^^yjrS^21TJSTANTS !
1999 MISS OHIO OSA PAGEANT
Official Preliminary to
Miss USA* Pageant

Friday
Ham * 6pm
Saturda)
I Oam - 6pm

McDonald Dining Center

Sundial Food
Court

Founders Dining Center

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a

Monday - Thursday

mmmammnm-mnm-wmmmmm mmmmia

moi nuimnmintm mmuM mmsua

Sunday

USJ' ■
iaa|

UU

- VISIT US ON THE WEB AT '
http://www. Pageant Headquarters com

'A Carvern Production'
Celebrating Over 25 Years Of
'Pageantry With A Purpose'

•<

APPLICATION DEADLINE IS SEPTEMBER 29. 1999
THE MISS OHIO USA PAGEANT IS A CARVERN PRODUCTION
• Hours Subject to Change

Mn, USA Pooaont n fomtty owntd by trump Pogaonfs mc. and CBS Poaeonn inc.
■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■a
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Hurricane Greg forms, heads
inland toward Mexican resort
By MICHELLE RAY ORTIZ
Associated Press Writer
CABO SAN LUCAS, Mexico
— Motorists lined up half a
mile outside gas stations, and
residents and tourists packed
supermarkets in the Mexican
resort town of Cabo San Lucas
on Monday as Tropical Storm
Greg became Hurricane Greg
and closed in on land.
Greg's winds strengthened
Monday to 75 mph over the
Pacific Ocean, and the center of
the storm was projected to pass
just west of Cabo San Lucas, a
town on the southernmost tip
of the Baja California peninsula that is popular with American sports fishermen.
At 8 p.m. EDT, the center o(
the hurricane was 85 miles
Southeast of Cabo San Lucas
Associated Press Photo
and was drifting to the northwest. Forecasters expected it to
pick up speed, and tropical A woman reacts while being vaccinated for tetanus. Nurses
storm winds extended 115 arrived Monday to offer medical assistance after more than 450
homes were flooded Sunday in Itztapalpa, Mexico.
miles from the center.
Already, rain associated with
Authorities declared a hurri- all emergency workers were on
cane watch for the southern call, said city official Antonio the storms caused flooding
part of the peninsula, and the Alvarez Acevedn Representa- across Mexico over the weekports of Cabo San Lucas and tives of the army and navy end
In Coahuayana, 290 miles
San Jose del Cabo closed to all were meeting to plan rescue
west "I Mexico City, about 200
traffic, port captain Andres operations.
Meanwhile,
a
tropical homes were flooded and resijAlberto Ordaz told the governdepression in the Gulf of Mexi- dents evacuated to a school
ment news agency Notimex.
Juancho Poison, a fishing co moved over a sparsely popu- after a river overflowed its
boat operator, would normally lated stretch of the mainland banks because of 10 to 15 inchbe hauling U.S. sport fisher- just smith of the Texas border es ol rain.
Rains also washed out a
men around at this time of Monday, dropping up to 10
year. But he pulled his boat out inches of rain, Mexico's Nation- stretch of highway connecting
the resort city of Acapulco with
,of the water early Monday, and al Water Commission said
The unnamed depression the beach resort ofZihuatenejo,
spent the rest of the day
preparing for Greg. "I'm filling was just east of Ciudad Victo- south ol Mexico City, on Saturup because the storm is coin- ria, about 125 miles south of day Cars carrying tourists
the U.S. border, the commis- barked up for miles on either
ing," Poison said.
The lines outside gas sta- sion said in a statement. The side ol the five-yard breach.
Highways were cut off by
tions stretched up to half a storm had winds of 35 mph,
mile, and supermarkets were and was moving north-north- flooding and mudslides farther
south mi the Pacific coast in
filled with both residents and west at 8 mph.
Mexico issued a tropical Oaxaca -tale About 50 families
tourists stocking up on emerstorm warning along a 250- wire evacuated from their
gency supplies, Notimex said
Municipal
authorities mile stretch of coast from homes after the Perros River
overflowed its hanks.
declared a red alert, meaning Tampico to the I' S border
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Academic Ouli Team
Active Christian* Today
Actuarial Sd.nct Society
Accounting Manaparnciit information Systems
Advancing Club
African American CraOuata Student Association
African People i Association
Air Force BOTC
Alpha iptllen Delta
Alpha |ta »rio
Alpha Lambda Delta
Alpha Phi Ofiwii
Alpine Ski Team
American Chemical Society Student Affiliate!
American College of Healthcare Executive
American Culture Student! Organization

•
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•
•
•
•
•
•
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American Marketing Association
American Society of interior Designers
American string Teacher* Associate
Amnesty international
Antl-lAClIt Action
Arnold Air Sot let v
Art Minorum Association
Artists Ungiued
Asian communities united
BACCHUS
Baseball Club <Men si
Be ta Beta Beta
BC 24 News
BC Christian Student!
BC Council of Teachers Of Mathematics
BC student Development Association
BCSU College Club Falcons
Black student Union
Black Swamp Bangers
Board of Black cultural Activities
Bowling Creen Radio Nf«l
Bowling Creen tadlo Sports Organization

• Boys to Men Ad-hoc Committee
• Business Professionals of America
s Crusade for Christ
■ Campus Tour Guides
• Caribbean Association
• Catholic Student Connection
• Chinese Club
- Chinese students A Scholars Association
- Chorus (Mend
• Christian science organization
• Circle K international
• College of Musical Arts Student Advisory Committee
• college *e*ue)llcans
- collegiate « H
• collegiate Chorale
- collegiate Council of the March of Dimes
• computer Art Club
• Criminal Justice Organlzatio• Cycling Club

•
•
•
•
■
•
•
•
•
•
•
■
•

Dance Marathon (Children's Miracle Network)
Delta Sigma Pi
Dietetic fvperti of Tomorrow
Dry Dock
economics Club
entary Education
Electric Falcon Design and tace T
environmental Action Croup
Epsilon Rappa That*.
Fashion Merchandising Association
Fellowship of Catholic university Students (FOCUSi
Fellowship of Christian Athletes
Fellowship of Christian Craduate Students
Fencing Club

•
•
■
■
•
•
■
•
•
■
•
■
•
•
•
■
•
•
•
•
■
<

Flying Club
French Club
Friends of the Deaf community
Friends of the Humane Society
earning Society
^^P"*"
CAMMA (Crooks Advocating Mature Man
German CkdB)
coiden Key National Honor society
Gospel Cheer
Graduate Business student Association
Graduate Students of Technoloov
Craduate student Senate ICSSi
HI A L TH Club
HO PI (HIV Outreach, prevention and Education!
Habitat for Humanity Campus Chapter
HIII,i newish Student Unioni
History Society
Hocbev (Men si
Hockey iWomen si
Honors student Association
India student Association
interfratecnlty Council UFO
mtvrnattonaJ Belatlons Organliatlon

•
>
•
■
•
•
•

intervarsrty Christian Fellowship
intramural Advisory Board
Italian Club
Japanese Club
Jehovah s Witnesses
JUNTOS Hatlno Graduate Organliatlon)
xappa kappa P«
kappa Mu ipsiion

1

tlal Arts Chsb
• lacrosse (Men's)
• lacrosse iWomen ft

OSU Medical School may
lose students, money
AP Writer

COLUMBUS — Ohio State
University might have to
reduce the number of its medical students and forfeit millions of dollars in state subsidies as a result if its plan to
create a branch medical school
at the Cleveland Clinic falls
through.
Ohio State and the Cleveland Clinic Foundation have
been negotiating to create the
Cleveland Clinic Foundation
School of Medicine and Health
Sciences. The proposal would
create what amounts to a
branch campus of Ohio State's
medical school.
The plan would have to be
approved by the faculty and the
OSU trustee board.
Some OSU faculty members
are against the proposal
because of the cost of creating
the school in Cleveland and the
possibility
of competition
between the two schools. The
Columbus Dispatch reported
Monday.
Cleveland Clinic officials
said the foundation might try

College of Medicine and PublicHealth.
The Ohio State-Cleveland
Clinic deal has been negotiated
by Dr. Bernadine Healy, outgoing OSU medical school dean,
and her husband, Dr. Floyd
I p. the clinic's chief executive officer.
In 1991, Healy was chairwoman of the Cleveland Clinic's research foundation and
negotiated a partnership with
Ohio State with then-President
Gordon Gee.
Since then, some medical
school students have studied in
Cleveland and the institutions
have shared research.
Healy. who left her post last
week to become president of
the American Red Cross, said
the deal benefits Ohio State.
"It's vital." she said. "We are
arguing over students we are
unable to teach here" in Columbus

to create its own medical school
il the plan fails.
When Ohio State's medical
school was accredited in 1991,
it reduced its class size to create a smaller faculty-to-student
ratio. It also began sending 20
to 30 students from each class
to the Cleveland Clinic. Medical students attend Ohio State
for four years and OSU
receives state subsidies of
about $42,000 per student.
If the Cleveland Clinic
opened its own school, OSU
students would have to return
to Columbus for the rest of
their education.
If that happens, accrediting
officials could force Ohio State
to reduce its size again, by 2030 students in each class. The
Dispatch said.
If Ohio State dropped 25 students in each class, it could lose
more than $4 million annually.
"If the students were to come
back to OSU campus tomorrow,
the question is, 'Could we give
them the education they
need?" said Dr. Daniel Sedmak. interim dean of the OSU

Get involved and meet new people!
Join a student organization

• pre Physical Therapy c
• Purchasing clou

I

■
•
•
•
•
•
•

ketreanon Majors Association
tesldent Student Association
BOTC toyal Creons
Bowing Club
tufby (Men ii
Pugby (Women si
Busslan Club
sales and Marketing Club

•
•
•
•
•
•
-

Sigma camma ipsiion
Sigma Ptll Omega
Soccer (Men si
Society for Creative A
society for Human Besource Management
Society for Technical communication
Society of Physics Students

•
•
•

sport Management Alliance
student Alumni Association
student «d ■hard
Student Art Education Association
student Art Class Association

•
•
•

Student
Student
Student
Student
student

•
•
■
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

ceramic Organisation
Construction Management Association
council for exceptional Children
Marketing Education Association
Nurse Association
nliatlon of Social Worker*
students tor A Free Tibet
Students for Quality Education
Tal Chi f hum Club
Teu Beta sigma
Theta Alpha Phi
Undergraduate Gerontology Association
Undergraduate Student Cover
Undergrowth
University Activities Organise
University Ambassadors
University Chess Society
University Dance Alliance
use Judicial Board (Student Court)
VISION
volleyball (Men si
volleyball (Women si
Volunteers In Progress
wait Disney world College Program Alumni Association
Water Polo 'Men si
water Polo (Women's!
The Way Campus Fellowship
WBCU-81 1 FM BAdlO

• WFAl BadlO AM ABO

■ women in Aviation

• wono student Association

FREE DELIVERY

354-6500
PICK UP SPECIALS
MONDAY MADNESS;

2 SMALL PIZZAS W/CHEESE

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
EVERDAY - ALL DAY;

ir

1 & LARGE PIZZA
^W/l TOPPING

SC99

6

Expires 10/1/99

1 MEDIUM CHEESE
W/PEPPERONI

CRAZY BREAD II
AND SAUCE II

$199
JL.

$349^99

99°

PEPPERONI SLICE
%.

1

Expires 10/1/99

II
II
II

$/|99

' si*S»*-

n
II
JL

FREE
CRAZY BREAD
W/An Order Of.
• CHICKEN WINGS
•SUB
•LARGE SALAD
Expires 1 a'1,99

Student Organization Fair
• Over 150 Croups Represented •

Wednesday.
September 8,1999
(11 am - 3 pm)
• Lenhart Grand Ballroom •
sponsored by the Office of Student Activities
For More information call 372-2343

f
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CITY
Hockey World

*

SAAFE program helps people

Leagues are now forming in the following sporls

Indoor Sporls Ccnu-i

f.S<4 Spnnj; Vjllcv l> Holland OH 49521

• Roltei Hockey
• Arena Lacrosse

• Street Hockey
• Sand Soccer

• Sand Volleyball

• Icetess Broomball

By MICHELLE REITER
The BG News
A local violence intervention
program.
Sexual
Assault
Awareness for Empowerment
(SAAFE), is seeking out volunteers for a fall training session.
The deadline for applications is
tomorrow (Sept. 8).
This will be SAAFE's 10th
anniversary in the Bowling
Green area, said Julie Broadwell, its program coordinator.
"We provide direct contact with
University students land others] who have been victimized,"
Broadwell said.
Designed to offer support to
victims of sexual violence,
SAAFE is a 24-hour on-call
intervention program offers
emotional support, medical and
legal advice, and information
referrals to victims of violence.
There are training sessions
held twice a year to train new

ROLLER HOCKEY
Fan Session Mgns Sew '3 'egaltabon ends Sept '0

Cost $90 00 «o* Dual, $850 00 team

Youtn ■ 8 games 2 p'acbces arc oavofts • Adult -10 games and playoffs
Call us at 419/M7-PUCK
or come By rne nnk <o- "*gist'aiion mfo and s<gp-jp

Study Abroad In Spain!
Spring 2000

Informational Meeting
PreReq: Span 351
Where: 126 Shatzel

When: Wed. Sept. 8, 1999
Time: 8:00 pm

??? Call 372• 8053???
Travel Grants Are Available!

volunteers for the program,
Broadwell.
"Our numbers are way down
this year," she added. "Our
training session provides a
semester's worth of training,
after which you must volunteer
for one year."
A SAAFE volunteer must be
prepared to devote a part of
themselves to the program,
Broadwell said. "It takes lots of
commitment. You take turns
being on call in the middle of
the night."
Though
the
program
requires devotion, the hours
and staff are flexible enough to
accommodate class schedules,
Broadwell
said.
Most
of
SAAFE's volunteers are University students.
The volunteer program consists of a weekly class lasting
throughout the semester. Some
focuses of the training class will
include medical procedures.

how to provide emotional support to victims and dealing
sympathetically with family
members.
SAAFE works in
conjunction with the Police
Department, Fire Department
and other local agencies, Broadwell said.
Part of the class involves role
playing, giving students the
opportunity to test out their listening and nurturing skills on
trainers on the program. By the
time a volunteers has completed these exercises and the oral
exam at the end, they are prepared for the real thing, Broadwell said.
.Jason, who has been working as a SAAFE volunteer for
almost three years, said volunteers don't need to have experienced personal trauma to work
effectively in the program. "I
have experienced trauma personally, but you don't need to
have been in that position to be

able to help."
There are two types of cases
you can take on, Jason said.
One is when the crime just happened. "Then sometimes you
have to meet victims at the hospital or fill out police reports
with them," he said. The second
type is where there has been a
period of time between the
crime and the call for help.
SAAFE is always on hand with
referrals for longer-term care,
Jason said.
"It gets kind of rough sometimes," Jason said. "The person
on the other line is hurting and
you have to be open to that."
Still, Jason has found the
program rewarding. "I'd recommend it to anyone who's getting
into education or sociology," he
said. "But you have to want to
help people."
'This person wishes to
remain anonymous for security
reasons.

Police Reports Day by Day
BG and Campus
Police Division

Want Money
To Go
Rbroad<?

Friday:

Speeding — Lilly M. Schumacher,
South Main Street
Driving over a fire hoseAnthony G. Simon. Genoa.
Red light — Christopher C. Carson. Oregon.
Open container in a moving
vehicle — Tbmie Beringer, Toledo.
Underage consumption —
Mackenzie Lehman. Waterville.

BGSU apUCflTlON
nBROflD PROGRAMS

A car in the 200 block of Troup
Street was reported broken into Friday A speaker, box. CD player and
CDs were reported stolen.

Travel Grant Money is Available to Study Abroad

A vehicle in the Court House Parking Lot was reported damaged Friday,
apparently due to someone kicking it.

The Education Abroad Office of BGSU invites study abroad
proposals from unuergraduatc students who wish to go

A black, four-door vehicle was
reported stolen Friday. It was last
seen in a parking spot in the 200 block
Of Fast Woosler Street.

abroad during the Spring 2000 semester.
Proposal forms can be picked up at the Center for
International Programs (I 1()(> Offenhaucr West) starting

A woman in the 900 block of North
Summit Street reported two suspicious solicitors Friday. The subjects
re|wrtedly drove up in a white pickup
truck and asked if she wanU-U lu pur-

August 25, 1999. Foi more information, call 372-0479.
Deadline: September 30, 1999

WELCOME FRESHMEN!
YOU COULD START YOUR
PAPER THE NIGHT BEFORE
and still get your full three hours of sleep.

chase fresh meat

plant from BW3's Saturday Police
advised he return it.

A suspicious male was reported sitting on the roof alwve Cycle Werks
Friday. He was transported by police
to the bus station to catch a morning
bus.

open container and underage possession - Khas Hernandez, Holgate

"Corky," a small terrier, was
re|K)rted found in the 1036 block of
Fort Drive Saturday

Police reportedly stopped a man
climbing a guide wire near the corner
of Troup Street and Scott Hamilton
Avenue He was advised to get off the
wire.

Michael Mercer. Linwood Road,
was cited Friday for obstructing official business, open container and
underage possession

Saturday:

Underage
possession
—
Matthew Pmgle, Waterville, Kimberly
Newman. Napoleon Hoad, Daniel J
H viand. West. Like, Candace Lavey,
Campbell Hill Road
Underage possession and possession of marijuana (less than 100
grams) - Marcos V'asquez. Fostona.
Possession of marijuana (less
than 100 grams) — Bradley Morns,
Forest
Joshua Hagemyer, North Baltimore, was cited Saturday for underage
possession, disorderly conduct (public
urination (. possession of marijuana
(less than 100 grams) and possession
of paraphernalia.
A Bowling Green man was
observed walking away with a potted

A residence in the '100 block of
South Summit Street was reported
broken into Saturday.
A blau involving a fan, a rocking
chair and a cily no parking sign was
reported near a dumpster in the 300
block at Fast Merry Avenue Saturday
Someone reportedly stole a gas can
from a pickup in the 200 block of Fast
Kver> Avenue Saturday The can was
LIIIT discovered near the scene of a
fire from the nighl liefore The gas w,i>
gone
Sunday:
Underage possession and open
container Angela J Jurrus, Foslona
Disorderly conduct (public urination)
Scott Kane, Syracuse. NY
Loud sound amplification from
a motor vehicle - Kelly L Her.
Pearl Street
Underage possession — Nathan
Sch wart /.lander. Holgate
Driving under suspension.

Shawn P Willis. Toledo, was
arrested Sunday on charges of assault
and a bench warrant after an altercation in front of Howard's. Joshua
Meadows, Toledo, and Shawn M. Casselberry, Weston, were also cited for
assault after the incident Nicole
Voigt, Perrysburg, was cited for disorderly conduct Matthew J Calmes.
Fremont, was charged with criminal
damaging, assault and misconduct at
an emergency
Melissa Wright. Mercer Road, was
cited for improper backing Sunday
after her vehicle struck a pole
A sick ground hog was reported
found on the front porch of a residence
in the 300 block of Colony Lane The
ground hog was euthanized
A vehicle was reported vandalized
Sunday near the intersection of Fast
Court Street and North Enterprise
Street

NEW TO CAMPUS OR JUST
WANT TO GET INVOLVED?
Check out the Student Publications
Open house 5-8 p.m.
Tuesday Sept. 7 in West Hall.

Have some pizza and drinks
and meet staff members of:
student, PUBLICATIONS
The BG News (campus daily newpaper)
The KEY (University Yearbook)

kinko's
Express YourselT
PHOTOCOPYING, PRESENTATION SERVICES, COMPUTER RENTALS, COLOR PRINTING,
BINDING AND PRETTY MUCH ANYTHING ELSE YOU CAN THINK OF TO MAKE YOUR POINT.,M

BUY ONE GET ONE FREE
COMPUTER SERVICE RENTAL I
-, ,.■ —-

i
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BOWLING GREEN • 115 RAILROAD ST. ■ 419-354-3977

The Gavel (fraternity/sorority coverage)
Miscellany Magazine (general interest mag)
The Obsidian (cultural and ethnic focused)

We're always seeking:
writers • copy editors • photographers
sales • graphic design • print production people
plus internet publishing types!

24 HOURS / 7 DAYS A WEEK ■ WWW.KINK0S.COM
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Sports Editor
372-2603

Turnovers, special teams doom BG
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG News
PITTSBURGH — Do not
judge the Bowling Green football team after one game.
'- The Falcons are disappointed in the 30-10 loss at Pitts'burgh in front of an announced
'crowd of 30, 560 in the season'bpener for both teams. But
looking at the big picture,
,they'd rather have it happen
,'now than in the Mid-American
'Conference opener at Marshall
.Sept. 18.
, In the loss, the Falcons outlined the Panthers, 335-220
• ■•in total yards; if not for four
■ turnovers and some big plays
on special teams, BG might
• have won 10-7. The Falcons lost
three fumbles and had one
interception. The Panthers capvitalized on two of those fumbles.
> "I think that's exactly right,"
coach Gary Blackney said of
those plays. "I really think
we're going to be a good football
team. I saw a lot of good things
out there. I told the players
that coming out of the locker
room. To Pitt's credit, I think
they were big and strong up
front. They came after us more
than they've come after anybody with multiple fronts and
blitzes."
After a scoreless first quar-

ter, the first big play on special
team came for Pitt as it blocked
the first punt attempt of Pat
Fleming's career and took the
ball inside the BG 5. However,
the defense came though and
the Panthers had to settle for a
Nick Lotz 24-yard field goal.
Minutes later, Ricky Schneider spotted Robert Redd in the
back of the end zone for a 22yard touchdown pass giving BG
its lone lead of 7-3.
Later on, Pitt had another
big
play
as
standout
returner/cornerback
Hank
Poteat returned Fleming's punt
40 yards to the BG 30. Goings
would later score from one yard
out to give the Panthers a 10-7
halftime lead.
To open the second half, Pitt
went on its lone sustained drive
going 66 yards in nine plays as
John Turman barely crossed
the end zone on a one-yard
bootleg on fourth and goal giving the Panthers a 17-7 lead.
Turman replaced OSU-transfer
David Priestley at quarterback
after the first quarter.
One the next possession,
Schneider connected with Kurt
Gerling to the BG 32 but
Ramon Walker hit Gerling to
force a fumble which was recovered by Pittsburgh's D.J. Dinkins. Three plays later on fourthand-four,
Antonio
Bryant
reached over BG's Chris Hub-

bard for a 23-yard touchdown BG turnovers deep in its terricatch making it 23-7 Pitt. tory.
Bryant would have four catches
"Defensively, you have to
for 84 yards.
expect turnovers," BG's Joe
After bad exchange between O'Neill said. "It's a game situaSteve Holmes and Schneider tion. It's a defenses responsibilgave the ball back to Pitt, ity to keep them out of the end
Goings scored from four yards zone and we didn't get the job
out making it 30-7 Pitt. Jason done."
Strasser had a field goal with
Blackney was pleased that
54 seconds left to make the his secondary was around the
final score.
most of the Pittsburgh passes.
BG had the ball for 36:13 of He said his team had a shot at
the game to Pitt's 23:47. How- three interceptions.
ever, the Falcons were hurt by
"I thought our linebackers
not converting two first downs put good pressure on (Pitt's
in the first quarter after dri- offense)," Blackney said. "I felt
ving to the Panther 35 and 26 they had a lot of trouble runrespectively. BG wanted to go
on long drives before the game. ning the football against us."
Schneider completed 17-of"We had a fourth-and-one
and a half," Blackney said. 33 passes for 174 yards and one
"We'd like to think we could touchdown.
"We're happy that we moved
make that. The first one I may
have second-guessed myself. the ball," Schneider said. "We
On the second one, we might just need to work on our consishave taken a field goal in that tency, tie up some loose ends
situation but that's a call I have and get ready for Tennessee
to make and we came up short." Tech and conference play."
Gerling led all receivers with
The defense was as good as
advertised yielding just 113 seven catches for 88 yards
yards passing. Will Sullivan despite going against Poteat in
limited Pitt standout receiver many cases. Godfrey Lewis led
Latef Grim to just one catch for all rushers with 10 carries for
nine yards. The Panthers also 62 yards. John Gibson finished
just rushed for 107 yards led by behind him with 17 carries for
Nick Goings with 61 yards on 61 yards. Lewis did not play in
14 catches and two touch- the second half due to a
downs. However, the defense sprained ankle in his Achilles
had its backs to the wall due to area. He is listed as day-to-day.

BG News Photo/ CAROLYN STECKEL
BG quarterback Ricky Schneider (1) sets to throw downfield in
the Falcons 30-10 loss at Pittsburgh, Saturday.

Men's Soccer wins two for invitational championship
By DAVE TRUMAN
The BG News
The
Bowling Green
men's soccer team won
a battle of wills Saturday against Western Kentucky
and controlled Sunday's game
against DePaul to win the 1999
BGSU Soccer Classic at
Cochrane Field and push its
record to 3-0.
Falcon forward Zac Olson
said the team is right where it
is supposed to be after the first
week of play.
"The preseason was a little
rough but when the regular
season came around we got
after it a little bit more," he
said. "Something just clicked
and we started scoring goals
and winning."
BG 2, DePaul 0
BG started fast with scoring
chances for forward Bobby
Biggs and midfielder Tommy
Thomas in the first 10 minutes.
Biggs sent one wide less than
1:30 into the game and Thomas
hit the post at 9:10.
Falcon midfielder Kevin Wisniewski's second goal of the season at the 20:39 mark gave BG
a lead it would never relinquish. Thomas and Chris Dore
assisted on the play.
Three minutes later, BG
senior Jason Bryant missed
high, but the Falcons kept producing scoring opportunities.
Olson provided the final
BG Newt Photo/ MIKE LEHMKUHLE
margin of victory at 27:53.
"Bobby crossed it in and
BG's Detrick Matthews (2) battles a DePaul defender in the BG
victory Sunday. The Falcons won their own invitational with Erhard dummied it," Olson said
of teammates Biggs and Adam
wins against DePaul and Western Kentucky.

i

I

match in my mind is we were
up in the first two match," Van
De Walle said. "We had two
fairly solid leads that we found
a way to lose the lead."
Duquesne's 12-player roster
has just one senior and one
junior. Van De Walle has four
seniors on her roster. She hoped
that experience would play into
BG's favor.
But that one senior, Anita
Ball, gave the Falcon blockers
fits racking up 19 kills with a
.400 hitting percentage. Ball
was named the tournament's
Most Valuable Player.
"It was a problem," Falcon
senior Melissa Lewis said of
blocking the Duquesne hitters.
"We just needed to follow our
assignments better. I think
well get that down."
Duquesne's serving also cre-

between Matt Lyons and Chris
Kraft.
"They
miscommunicated
who was going to play that
ball," Mahler said. "The ball got
to the floor and we didn't clean
it up really well. Their player
ran on and got it. Those are the
types of things that happen this
time of year. Our objective is to
not give up those potential
chances to score."
BG 1, Western Kentucky 0
BG and Western Kentucky
matched speed and skills for
33:48 until Falcon senior tricaptain and active leading scorer Dore took a pass from
Erhard down the line for a
breakaway and kicked past
Hilltoppers' goalkeeper Ryan
Lossie.
BG midfielder Gene Braxton
threatened to cushion the lead
twice in the final 11 minutes of
the half but Lossie denied him
with 34:32 gone and missed on
a header three-and-a-half minutes later.
Western Kentucky did not
shoot again until the second
half.
Mahler went to his bench
often in the 97 degree heat and
found shots from Braxton and
sophomore Tony Malik and
solid defense as a whole.
"It was hot out there and it
probably affected the way we
played a little bit," Dorr said.
"But we have to get used to it
because we are going down to
Florida in a few weekends and
it will be just like this down
there but with harder competition."

Mahler called Western Kentucky a strong and physical
team and said they were able to
take his team out of its style
with aggressive defense and
physical contact.
He voiced his opinions to the
referee when tackles he deemed
unsafe were not called fouls.
"My only concern is the wellbeing and the safety of the
players," Mahler said. "It's a
physical game and that is a
part of it but when I think players are fouling after the play or
are making straight-legged or
two-legged tackles over the
ball, those are potentially, not
season, but career-ending types
of tackles. Then I think something has to be said."
According to Mahler, those
types of tackles were being
made by Western Kentucky
players and BG players were
beginning to retaliate because
fouls were not called.
Fowler was forced to make
only one save in the first 45
minutes and three in the second. The Hilltoppers finished
with 9 shots.
Fowler was named the
defensive MVP of the tournament, while Dore was the offensive MVP. Also named to the
all-tournament team were
Detroit's Marcel Flemming and
Matt Quinter, Shane Hudson
and Joe Ahearn of DePaul,
Steven Brown, Matt Hawkey
and Bryan Robbins from Western Kentucky, and Fred
Degand and Kevin Jackson
from BG.

Women's soccer sees
silver lining in two losses

Vball goes 3-1 at
Duquesne Invite
By G. MICHAEL GRAHAM
The BG Newt
PITTSBURGH — After
sweeping through Loyola (Md.),
St. Francis (Pa.) and Colgate,
the Bowling Green volleyball
team had a lot riding on the
championship game of the
Duquesne Invitational Saturday.
A win against the host Dukes
would have meant a tournament championship and Coach
Denise Van De Walle's 300th
win. The team will attempt to
earn BG's "Dean of head coaches" 300th win this weekend in
the Marquette Invitational.
But trie young Dukes would
have none in a 15-13,15-13,1511 victory leaving the Falcons
at 3-1 to start the season.
1 guess my biggest concern
in reviewing the Duquesne

Erhard. "He let it go by on purpose and I saw it coming and
just kept running. I beat my
defender to the ball and kicked
it in."
Falcon goalkeeper Ty Fowler
earned his second shutout of
the year by saving two of the
Blue Demons' 10 shots. DePaul
goalkeepers David Wiggins and
Josh Chavero finished without
a save on BG's 13 shots.
"It was a slow game because
DePaul, defensively, played low
pressure," BG coach Mel
Mahler said. "They went all the
way back to the halfway line
before they started playing
solid team defense. It caused
the tempo to be slower. We can't
fall into that trap because we
need to play quick. At times
when we struggled, we played
the ball a little bit too slow.
That was our focus at halftime,
to get our defenders to push
further up the field with the
ball and to get them more
involved in the attack."
Mahler said his defenders
executed his attack style game
plan most successfully over the
last 25 minutes of the game.
DePaul wasted an opportunity to cut its deficit in half
when junior forward Shane
Hudson broke through the Falcons' line for a one-on-one
showdown with Fowler in the
first minute of the of the second
half. The senior goalkeeper met
him in front of the box and took
away Hudson's angle, making
an easy save.
Mahler said the play was a
communications breakdown

Melissa Lewis
ated problems. In all, the
Dukes had 12 aces to BG's
three. Freshman Ellen Troller
had six for Duquense while
Lewis had two for BG.
Duquesne even though BG had
the better hitting percentage,
222 to .204.
"We couldn't pass tonight,"
Van De Walle said. "I didnt
think going into the match
passing was going to be a prob• See VOLLEYBALL, page eight.

By PETE STELLA
The BG News
A wise man once said close
games make a team stronger.
If that is true, after losing
two close games over the weekend, the BG women's soccer
team will be ready for the two
game homestand at Cochrane
Field.
The Falcons were defeated
by the Georgia Bulldogs 1-0
Friday and 4-2 by the Pirates
of East Carolina Sunday. BG
drops to 2-2-0 overall and faces
Niagara Sunday, Sept. 12 at 1
p.m. at Cochrane Field.
Against Georgia, the Falcons ran hard with one of the
top college teams in the nation
but fell short. A goal by Georgia's Beth Culver in the second
minute of the first half proved
all of the scoring that the Bull-

dogs would need to win the
game.
"Our intensity in the second
half of the Georgia game was
very solid" freshman Jill
Conover said. "We showed that
a smaller school like us could
run with a big and powerful
team like Georgia."
BG was outshot 19-5 by the
Bulldogs and was also ousted
in the shots on goal category,
6-2. Freshman goalie Erika
Flanders had five saves for the
Brown and Orange.
"Georgia pretty much dominated the first half but I think
we came out in the second half
and gave them a good run," BG
coach Tom Piccirillo said.
"Georgia was very strong and
their speed and decision making on field is the fastest we
will ever see. We wont see a

team like them in the MidAmerican Conference."
In the East Carolina match,
the Pirates were too much for
the Falcons too handle. An
East Carolina goal in the 33rd
minute of the first half put the
Pirates up 1-0 but not before
Falcon sophomore Mandy
Smith scored her first collegiate goal with 19 seconds left
in the half to tie the game.
Sophomore Beth Wechsler
assisted on the Smith's goal.
But in the second half, the
Pirates exploded with a three
goal barrage to put them up 31 on the Brown and Orange.
Falcon freshman Jill Conover
netted the Falcons final goal
with over two minutes left in
regulation but the Pirates held
• See LINING, page eight.
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MAC goes 3-8 in non-conference action
MAC NOTES
By
G. Michael
Graham

In its weekly predictions, the
Pittsburgh Post-Gazette called
the Mid-American Conference
the "Sacrificial Lamb Conference."
That may be the case, but
there are exceptions.
In the cases of Western
Michigan, Akron, Kent and
Ohio, that proved to be true.
The Zips fell to second-ranked
Penn State 70-24 leaving Akron
still winless all-time against
Big Ten opponents. Akron
pulled to 14-10 with 10:03 in
the second half on a 5-yard
scamper by Brandon Payne.
But from that point, Joe Paterno's Nittany Lions dominated
as he recorded win 309. He is
just 14 wins shy of legendary
Alabama coach Paul "Bear"
Bryant's record of 323 in Division I-A football.
The Broncos lost a shootout

55-26 at Florida's "Swamp."
Western's Tim Lester outpassed Doug Johnson 405-282
but the Gators were simply too
much. Freshman Earnest Graham had 158 yards rushing and
two touchdowns for Florida,
which extended the nation's
longest home winning streak to
28. Lester now needs 2,224
yards to pass Bowling Green's
Brian McClure (1982-1985) alltime MAC passing record of
10,280 yards.
Kent dropped its 14th consecutive to Cincinnati 41-3.
Deontey Keaner picked apart
the Golden Flash secondary
completing 21-of-25 passes for
249 yards and three touchdowns. Jose Davis completed
just 2-of-13 passes for 16 yards.
Kent had just 124 total yards
and was 0-for-9 on third-down
conversions.
Ohio scored on the opening
drive against Minnesota on a
Jamel
Patterson two-yard
scamper
but
Minnesota
answered with 33 straight
points to record a 33-7 victory.

Three Wins
Miami, Marshall and Central Michigan all recorded wins
to open the season. The three

are expected to be among the
league contenders.
Thursday saw Chippewa
standout fullback Eric Flowers
rush for 157 yards on 31 carries
with three touchdowns as Central defeated Eastern Illinois
33-17. Pete Shepherd completed 12-of-21 passes for 221 yards
and one touchdown. Central
has won nine in a row against
the Panthers. Jammarl O'Neal
had five catches for 126 yards
including a 57-yarder. O'Neal is
trying to step in the shoes of
Reggie Allen and Bryan Schoreman, who ranked among the
top receivers in MAC history.
The RedHawks spoiled the
debut of former head coach
Randy Walker 28-3 led by
Travis Prentice's 151 yards
rushing and touchdown ruins of
nine and 23 yards. He needs
281 yards to become the
league's all-time rusher, which
is former RedHawk Deland
McCollough.
The Thundering Herd won in
the last two minutes as Doug
Chapman had a seven-yard
touchdown run with 1:10
remaining to give Marshall a
13-10 win over Clemson. The
Tigers are coached by Tommy
Bowden, the son of Florida
State's Bobby Bowden. Heisman Trophy candidate Chad

Pennington completed 29-of-44
passes for 333 yards and three
interceptions. Clemson kept the
Herd Jnnn racking up major
points despite being outgained
394-348 in total yards.

Other games
In other games Thursday,
Toledo was the first of two
teams to lose to a Big East team
in Syracuse 35-12 at the Glass
Bowl. Bowling Green fell to
Pittsburgh Saturday.
Syracuse used an option
attack to defeat the Rockets,
who have lost a rare three consecutive. Dee Brown led the
way with 18 carries for 118
yards and two touchdowns
including a 43-yarder. Troy
Nunes completed 9-of-13 passes
for 118 yards and a touchdown.
"Syracuse played an exceptional game," said Toledo coach
Gary Pinkel. "They got after us
pretty good. Their speed killed
us. We didn't make adjustments. We have a long way to
go before we become a good
football team."
In his debut, Rocket junior
quarterback Dan Cole completed 15-of-33 passes for 111
yards.
"It took me a while to

VOLLEYBALL
Continued from page eight,
lem. I didn't realize what a
tough server she was. Had we
been able to pass the ball better, things might have turned
out different."
Duquesne
coach
Steve
Oppcrman knew teams had
trouble stopping Lewis as well
as the other BG hitters such as
Lori Kemerer, Shyann Robinson and Kris Pesorda.
"Melissa Lewis is a great
player," Opperman said. "When
she wants, she can put the ball
anywhere on the court. She's
hard to stop so what you want
to try to do is contain her."
The third game would go
back and forth before four
Troller aces gave Duquense a
14-7 advantage. The Falcons
scored four times before falling
Van De Walle tried to counter
that bringing in Amber Vorst.

adjust," Cole said. "I was rushing things out there. I had open
receivers. I just didn't hit
them."
The game was called with
1:30 remaining because Toledo's DeJuan Goulde suffered an
asthma attack. He will be able
to play in Toledo's game at Ball
State Sept. 18.
Northern Illinois fell to
state-rival Western Illinois 2721. A Kent Baker blocked punt
for a touchdown was the difference in the game for the Leathernecks. William Andrews had
126 yards rushing on 25 carries
in the losing effort for the
Huskies.
Ball State also fell to Indiana
21-9. The Cardinals have now
dropped seven straight and are
still winless against Big Ten
foes.

Buffalo makes
MAC debut
The first conference game
will be played this week when
Akron heads east on 1-90 to battle Craig Cirbus' Buffalo Bulls.
In addition to its debut in Division I-A football, it's also the
Bulls season-opener. Buffalo

There are a coupl? MAC vs.
Big Ten games this week as
Ball State travels to Wisconsin
to face Ron Dayne and the second most experienced line in
the nation with 108 combined
starts coming into the season.
Buffalo ranks first in that category with 113 combined starts.
It's also put up or shut up time
for Eastern Michigan's Jermaine Sheffield since he predicted an Eagle win over Michigan State at MAC preseason
Media Day.
Miami and Central Michigan
take on Big East foes as the
RedHawks travel to the mountains of West Virginia and the
Chippewas go to Syracuse.
Bowling Green, Kent, Marshall, Ohio and Western Michigan have their home openers
taking on Tennessee Tech,
Navy, Liberty, Northern Iowa
and Youngstown State respectively. Also, Northern Illinois
travels to Vanderbilt. Western
defeated the Commodores 2724 in Nashville in 1998 as Brad
Selent hit a field goal in the
waning seconds.

LINING
In the Duquesne match,
Lewis had 15 kills while Pesorda and JoAnna Papagerogiou
had 11 each. Senior setter
Heather Greig had 39 assists.
Greig and Lewis both made the
all-tournament team.
In all. Lewis had 62 kills for
the tournament for an average
of 15.5 kills per match. Greig
had 159 assists for an average
of just under 40 assists per
match.
Before the Duquesne match,
it seemed as though serve
reception wasn't a problem for
the Falcons in the 15-6, 15-2,
15-4 win over St. Francis, the
15-7, 15-12, 15-13 win over Loyola or the 15-5, 15-12, 15-1 win
over Colgate. None of those
teams had more than three
aces against the Falcons.
Blocking also didn't seem to
he much trouble. Against Loy-

Still Available
Swing by and
take a look at
our great living
opportunities!
113 Railroad St.
'Next to Kinkos
352-9302

ola, BG had 16 blocks while the
Greyhounds had none. Papageorgiou had some key ones
down the stretch against the
Greyhounds.
"It's so important," Papageorgiou said of blocking.
"Every team has good hitters.
But it's the teams with good
blockers that will be successful.
I think we're going to get better
and better."
After the Loyola match, Van
De Walle was pleased with her
team after rallying from a 13-7
deficit. The Falcons have had
problems rallying in the past
few seasons. After the Colgate
win, Van De Walle was pleased
to see the team's 14-game losing streak end.
"When we beat Colgate, I
was aware of that," Van De
Walle said of the losing streak.
"It was not brought up during

the spring or preseason. But I
know someone like a journalist
would be aware of that because
that's their job. I didn't think
about it in preseason but I
thought about it after the win.'
In terms of the newcomers,
Robinson played quite a bit
while Kate Yeo and Caty Rommeck also saw some action.
Redshirt freshman Kristen
Gamby also saw her first action
in a Falcon uniform. Rommeck
may not have stood out in
terms of stats but she has
taken a vocal role with the
team.
"I love getting everybody
pumped up and just being
intense," Rommeck said. "I got
pushed into the role last year
jat Oaklandl and accepted it.
My goal is to lose my voice by
the end of the tournament."

Campus Wide
Volunteer Fair
Thursday September 9,1999
10:30 AM - 3:30PM
BGSU Union Oval

Open M - F
8 AM - 5 PM

Great Opportunities for
experience and credit!

733 MANVILLE AVE.
CAMPUS MANOR STILL AVAILABLE
www.apartmenlsforrent.com
E-mail : reby43402@aol.com Fax : 419-352-5114

ila-zel Hieafre
127 N. Main, B.G. 353-1361

Sponsored by: BGSU Greek Life, Student Union, Office of
Student Activities, Career Services, Office of Residence Life,
St. Thomas More University Parish and The UCF Center.

America ReadS

pp

Live on stage...

^

w

at BGSU

To succeed...children need to read.
To read with success...they need you!

Sept. 17th
&18th

Continued from page seven,
on to win 4-2.

"I don't think we were all
there on Sunday," Conover said.
"They were defiantly a team we
could have beaten but we didn't
play with a lot of heart. We
need to pick up our intensity for
our up coming home games."
The Falcons again came up
short in total shots 17-14 and
11-5 on shots on goal. Flanders
netted seven saves for the Falcons.
"After the tough emotional
and physical game we had on
Friday, we really didn't have
anything left against East Carolina," Piccirillo said. "They
were definitely a team that we
could have beat and we will

Ohio is the top air polluter in
the nation! Help reduce toxic
pollution and get paid.
$350/week
Full and part - time
benefits, internships

2-10pm M-F
Call 866-4463

Now Renting
BIRCHWOOD

Tickets At Theatre
6:30-9:30 p.m. Daily

Walk-in Closets/ Central Air/ Gas
Heal/ Ample ofl street parking

1AVEN HOUSE

PIEDMONT

Considered "On Campus"

Cable Ready
Washer & Dryer in each building I
New Dishwasher & Microwave

To Charge By Phone:
1-888-811-8825

Become an America Reads tutor!
Must be work study eligible

$6 per hour
Call 372-2331 for details or stop
by 531 Education Bldg.

FOX Rur
2 X-Tra Large Bedrooms
Fully Furnished/ All Appliances
Washer/Dryer in each unit

2 Bedrooms unfurnished
X-Tra Large Closets
Laundry in each building
Dishwasher & Microwave

2 Large Bedrooms/1 1/2 baths

Gallagher II
The Living Sequel
^

have to look at our mistakes so
we can improve on them for the
rest of the season."
This Sunday, the Brown and
Orange face Niagara University in a non-conference matchup.
On a side note, Piccirillo is
chasing his 100th win as a Division I head coach.
"I think this weekend proved
a lot for us as a team," Piccirillo said. "We played hard
against a very good team and I
think our confidence from playing so well against Georgia will
help us throughout our season."

ACTIVISTS NEEDED!

Gas Heat/ Electric Air

U

receiver and Cleveland St.
Ignatius graduate Drew Haddad needs 81 yards to become
the school's all-time leading
receiver.

Spacious Uvina
Great Communications
Awesome Locations
Exceptional Amenities
| No Parental Guarantees |
NOWLEASINCI

Cable Ready/ Extra Storage

2 Bedrooms
Patios & Decks
Laundry in each building
Dishwasher & Microwave

SEE
FERRED FO
I Bedrooms'
Efficiencies • Small
Buildins • Twinplexes •
, 2.3 &5 Bedroom
|Houses • Downtown Loftl
Apartments

FREE MEMBERSHIP AT CHERRVWO00 HEALTH SPA
Come see us for a complete listing of locations

PREFERRED PROPERTIES CO.
530 Maple St.

419.352.9378
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bTANDINGS
NL Glance
East Division

AL Glance
East Division
Pet.
Pet.
GB
GB
W
L
W
L
—
.618
—
.626
New York 84
52
Atlanta
87
52
.565
7
New York
84
54
2 1/2
Boston
78
60
,609
.532
11 1/2
Philadelphia 68
68
.500
171/2
Toronto
74
65
.445
23 1/2
Montreal
57
80
.416
29
Baltimore
61
76
.442
Florida
55
82
.401
Tampa Bay 61
77
24
31
Central Division
Central Division
W
L
Pet.
GB
W
L
Pet.
GB
—
—
Cleveland 86
51
.628
Houston
82
56
.594
Cincinnati
79
57
.581
2
Chicago
63
74
.460
23
Pittsburgh 68
70
.493
14
Minnesota 58
78
.426
27 1/2
.404
St. Louis
67
72
.482
15 1/2
Detroit
55
81
30 1/2
.441
21
Kansas City 53
84
.387
33
Milwaukee 60
76
West Division
Chicago
55
81
.404
26
W
L
Pet.
West Division
GB
—
Pet.
GB
Texas
82
56
.594
W
L
—
.591
Oakland
75
62
.547
6 1/2
Arizona
81
56
S41
6 1/2
San Francisco75
63
Seattle
68
69
.496
13
.474
15
Anaheim
52
84
.382
29
Los Angeles 65
72
.464
17 1/2
Monday's Games
San Diego
64
74
20
Cleveland 7, Baltimore 6
Colorado
62
77
446
Minnesota 13, Tampa Bay 7
Monday's Games
Boston 3, Seattle 2
San Diego 4, Pittsburgh 3
Texas 8, Chicago 6
Colorado 5, Montreal 3
Chicago at Texas, game two inc.
New York 3, San Prandsco I
New York at Anaheim, inc.
Cincinnati 6, Chicago 3
Detroit at Oakland, inc.
Florida 8, LosAngeles 6
Tuesday's Games
Houston at Philadelphia, in<
Baltimore (Erickson 11-11) at Minnesota (Mays
Atlanta 4, St. Louis 1
5-7), 8:05 p.m.
Tuesday's Games
New York (Cone 11-7) at Kansas City (Rosado 7Cincinnati (Villone 7-5 and Tomko 4-7) at Chica13), 8:05 p.m.
go (Trachsel 5-16 and McNichol 0-0), 2, 5:05 p.m.
Cleveland (Nagy 15-9) at Texas (Sel e 15-7), 8:05
Colorado (Thomson 1-6) at Montreal (Hermanp.m.
son 6-12), 7:05 p.m.
Chicago (Sirotka 8-12) at Anaheim (Cooper 0-0),
Houston (Holt 3-13) at Philadelphia (Grace 1-1),
10:05 p.m.
7:05 p.m.

We're Back!!

Front and Center
with
Andrew and Tami

$tl*»*

Tonight
WBGU88.IFM
5 6 m

"P

with Special Guest
Dr. Carl Holmberg
of the BGSU Popular Culture Dept.
* New Season, wide variety
of topics and interviews

Second Stage
WBGU 88.1 FM's
Local Music Showcase
Now on Tuesdays
6-7 pm
Hear all of your favorite local
bands and get your updated concert
calendar each and every week.
Requests? Call 372-2826

News
Classified
Ads
372-6977
Ihf HI, Sc»i •ill not ino.iiifiv k.ep. ad.rnnr
nieirit UL.1 diurumruir. or en<oui*(r diwnminahon
■fiirai *d> indiodualo* fmup on ihr bam of rate tea
color creed relituxi runotul on pin. KIIU! orient*
inn. diubi!*y. M«ut •* ■ tcwiMi of on ih* b.m ol my
othn feffilK; protnird MMUI

The BG Nt»i mcrvc* the rip In to decline, dtwoniwur
or BViM .n> adit-rtitcmrnl uch « I hot* found lo be
defamatory Mckinf ui tactual bain iin-kadinp or taljin nature All ad venue me r»$ tit <ut>i«< to edi<iii| and
approval

Campus Events

Personals

WE'RE LOOKING FOR A
FEW GOOD MEN...
lo serve as facilitators for Ihe What Men
Need to Know Abo* >1 Rape program
This unique program is facilitated
BY men. FOR men
and discusses issues of sexual assault
and rape EDUCATE your
peers and help to make your campus
a better place1
For more information call 372-0470
or stop by the Wellness Connection
to pick up an application.

Do you Love Scented Candles?
Introducing Candlewood Cottage
Candles by SUrbrlte!
New England Candle manufacturer new
to Bowling Green area is seeking customers Handmade candles available in 1215 hr. votives, relillable crocks, gift baskets, and long burning jar candles. Over
60 scents1 Strongly scented, quality candles at an affordable price

Services Offered
Begin the Journey to Wellness
Tue nights Yoga class - 6:45-8 00
Call LilePaths 352-5724

Campus Events

Free confidential and compassionate support group available tor women suffering
Irom the after affects ol abortion If you're
experiencing feelings of loss, anxiety,
shame, and sadness, call Cheryl at 354HOPE

Campus Felt '99
Free live entertainment and tood
September 8, 1999 5-Spm
Old Fraternity Row

SKYDIVE BG welcomes you to your new
adventure We are oflenng a back to
school skydiving special ol $110 thru
September. Only 10 mms from BG campus MCA/ISA accepted Skydive BG
352-5200

KEY Yearbook
The Key wilt be having an open house at
28 West Hall on September 7. 8. and 9 at
8:00 p.m. All students are welcome to attend. Students with yearbook experience
or majoring in journalism, sports information, or business are encouraged to
come Any questions call 372-8835
Lacrosse
NEW MEMBER MEETING
WED Sept 8. 8:30pm
BA Room 116
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
They start Monday! Call 1-800-969-1338
now to schedule a sitting Don't be left out
ol the 2000 Key Yearbook Portraits taken
in 28 West Hall, daily Irom 10-6 Call now
to reserve a good time.
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Any senior graduating in December. May,
or August should call 1-800-969-1338
now lo schedule your senior portrait. Portraits will be taken all next week from 10-6
daily. Sittings take only a tew minutes,
and the S6 sitting tee can be charged to
your bursar account.
'Portraits make great Christmas gifts'
Study Abroad Re-entry Programs
Come share your oversees experience
with others who studied abroad anytime
during the 1998-99 academic year or during last summer! Join us at one of these
sessions:
Wednesday, Septembers 7:00-9:00pm
1103 Otlenhauer West
Tuesday, September 14 7:00-9:00pm
1103 Otlenhauer West
Call 372-0479 with questions

Worried about pregnancy7'?
Free Pregnancy Tests
Confidential and Canfig.
354-4673 BG Pregnancy Center

Personals
'"ALPHA CHI OMEGA'"
The sisters of Alpha Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Erin Oyster on her
lavalienng to Alpha Sigma Phi Marti Keller Best wishes!!!
'"ALPHA CHI OMEGA'"
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
The sisters ol Alpha Chi Omega would
like to congratulate Chelsea Mennega on
her engagement to Adam Wilson from Zanesville Best Wishes!
ALPHA CHI OMEGA
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS
Do you have a part-time job?
Is it related to your major/career goals?
Come and see it you qualify for
CO-OP 050
a NO-COST transcript notation,
Lend CREDIBILITY to your employment
Co-op: 310 SS Bldg - 372-2451 details
ATTENTION SENIORS!!!
Are you interested in becoming the 1999
Homecoming King or Queen? Applications are now available in the Student Activities Office, 330 Student Union and are
due by September 9, 1999 at 5.00pm.
CONTEMPORARY WEIGHT
MANAGEMENT PROGRAM
Hunger, exercise, and nutrition
awareness Register today372-935 5(WELL)
Take ■ bite AND on the Move
for Health & Joy
Wednesday afternoon sessions(8 weeks)
Begins September 22,1999
$10.00 for matenals

We are a Home Party company with superb Hostess Benefits Earn free candles
lust by having a few friends over. Candles
make great gifts. Individual orders are
welcome' Ask about our seasonal specials.
Contact Cyndi Buechler for tree catalog
and more info 419-823-5926 or visit my
website at www starbntecandles.com
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING AND
COUNSELING in recognition of
Women's Health Month.
Sponsored by the Student Health Service
Call 372-2271 for an appointment
International Travel Grants
Travel grant money is available to study
abroad. Proposal forms are now available
in the Center for International Programs
(1106 Otlenhauer West) The deadline is
September 30 Call 372-0479 with questions.
INTRAMURAL ENTRIES DUE: M.W
DOUBLES TENNIS-SEPT 7. M.W.C ULTIMATE FRISBEE-SEPT 8: COREC
BOWLING-SEPT 9 IF HAND-DELIVERING, DUE BY 3PM IN 130 PFH IF
SENDING ELECTRONICALLY, DUE BY
12 NOON
KEY Yearbook
The Key will be having an open house at
28 West Hall on September 7, 8. and 9 at
8:00 p.m. All students are welcome to attend Students with yearbook experience
or majoring in journalism sports information, or business are encouraged to
come Any questions call 372-8635
Phi Mu Soronty is looking for a houseboy
lor this semester. Fall 1999 If you are interested or have any questions, call Carne at 372-3709
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
SENIOR PORTRAITS
They start Monday' Call 1 -800-969-1338
now to schedule a sitting Don't be left out
ol the 2000 Key Yearbook Portraits taken
in 28 West Hall, daily from 10-6 Call now
to reserve a good time.
SENIORS
SENIORS
SENIORS
Any senior graduating in December May,
or August should call 1-800-969-1338
now to schedule your senior portrait. Portraits will be taken all next week from 10-6
daily Sittings take only a few minutes,
and the $6 sitting fee can be charged to
your bursar account
'Portraits make great Chnstmas gifts'

•Books delivered in no more than three business days or your shipping is refunded. Some restrictions apply. See www.varsitybooks.com for details.
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Personals

Student. & Faculty-Eal cheap before your
night on the town Show college ID &
save 1514. Come check out our new look!
Main St. Diner, 854 S Main

CAMPUS WIDE VOL'. NTEER FAIR
Thursday. September 9, 1999
10:30 am ■ 3:30 pm
BGSU Union Oval
Over 40 representatives from Local,
National, and International agencies.

Personals

Spring Break '00
Cancun, Mazatian, or
Jamaica from S399
Rapt wanted! Sell 15 and travel free!
Lowest Prices Guaranteed!!!

Into: Call 1 -800 446-8355
www.8unbreaks.com
5PHIN0 BREAK 2000-Plan Now!
Cancun, Mazatlan, Acapulco. Jamaica
& S. Padre. Reliable TWA Mights.
Best prices & packages. Book now and
SAVE! Campus Reps wanted-eam
FREE trips.
1.800.SURFS.UP
www.stuOenle«press com

Unlimited tanning. $25 per month
Close to campus Campus Tanning.
352-7889
Where are the wltchee?
They go to Alternatives for their ritual
needs: Incense, tarot, herbs, oils, stones.
& more. 131 W Wooster St BG. Or call
352-7333. Don't forget our organic food &
cruelty free health & beauty Hems!
Alter your spirit at Alternatives.

BGSU
WOMAN'S
RUGBY

NO EXPERIENCE
NECESSARY! I

NEVER
WORK
LUNCH
AGAIN!

Bring a friend and try
something new!!!

OUTBACK

New Players Meeting
Tuesday, September 7th
in the BA Room 100
at 9:30 pm

EAG
Environmental
Action Group
Meeting
9:00 p.m.
Tonight
University Hall
Rm. 210

Need roommate now.
S275 a mont plus util. No gender pref.
353-3714, Bev
Roommate wanted. Prefer female grad.
student. Large 2-story home in Perrysburg $350Vmo Call 874-6097.

JOHN NEWLOVE
REAL ESTATE
722 EIGHTH - 3 BR A-frame.
Tenants pay util. $500/Mth for 1
Person. $520/Mth for 2 People.

!*••*•*••••••*••
516 S. MAIN-2 BR duplex.
$435/Mth plus utilities. Income
qualifications must be met.

STEAKHOUSE®
Questions?? Call Joslyn
at 353-3449

Wanted

!•***••••*•*••••

Is Now Hiring:
Cooks, Servers &
Hosts/Hostesses
V Top wages
V Flexible Hours
V Paid Vacations
V Health/Dental
Insurance
v1 Employee Stock
Option Plan

706 SECOND - 2 BR furn.
duplex. Can have 1,2 or 3
people. Tenants pay utilities.
Starts at $450/Mth.

!**•*•••***••*••

145 S. ENTERPRISE - Sleeping
room for a male. No cooking
privaleges. $130/Mth.

••••*••••••••••
828 SEVENTH - 2 BR Unfurn.
$435/Mth plus utilities. Income
qualificatons must be met.

(*••*••••*••••••

are just a few of the great
benefits waiting for you!

849 NAPOLEON RD, APT. #27
Large 2 BR Furn. Start at $350
for 1 person or $400 for 2
People. Tenants pay gas and
plpctr ip

[•••••••••••••••
DEPOSITS EQUAL ONE
MONTH'S RENT.

Apply in person
Mon. - Fri. 2-4

401 W. Dussel Road
Maumee, OH 43537
(Just a few mlnutu from BG!
Take 1-475VV to Dussat-tum right)

TfT TfT ypr ^\ sy\ s[\ ^^

NO PETS ALLOWED!!
JOHN NEWLOVE REAL
ESTATE RENTAL OFFICE
354-2260
319 E. Wooster. BG.
Across street from Taco Bell

^N /|N /|N

Help Wanted
$1500 weekly potential mailing our circulars. For Info call 203-977-1720.
AM majors-entry level openings In all
areas. Pt time around classes. $11.45
base-appt. No exp. needed. Training provided. Great resume builder $40,000 in
scholarships awarded. Conditions exist.
Must be 18. Call 535-5895. Mon-Thurs,
10-4. www.workforstudents.com/OH.
ATTENTION STUDENTS
MOLTEN CORP.
436 N. ENTERPRISE ST.
Now hiring lor Fall Semester
Part Time
Less than one block from campus
S6/HR. STARTING PAY
3 shifts available
AShifl:7:0Oam-10.0Oam
B Shift: 10:15am-1:15pm
C Shift: 1:30pm-4:30pm
Possibility ol working 2 1/2 hours
and getting paid lor 31
354-8802
354-8703
Companion needed for developmental^
delayed adult male. Must have experience with D.D. rec center swim, shopping, etc. 3 hours-week. $6/hour. Must
provide references Call 352-7143 after 6.
EASY WALK FROM CAMPUS
Work part-time, full-time, even put in overtime hours, around your college and personal schedule Work a minimum of 15
hours per week or 40 hours plus overtime. Many college students work here.
Starting pay is $5 30 per hour with an automatic $.25 per hour increase to $5.55
after 100 hours of service with the company. These are unskilled jobs involving assembling and packaging of small parts.
Apply in person between the hours of
9:00 AM and 5:00 PM (Monday-Fnday) at
ADVANCED SPECIALTY PRODUCTS.
INC., 428 Clough Street. Bowling Green.
Ohio, only 2 blocks from campus near
Kinko's and Dairy Queen next to the railroad tracks.
Employment opportunities at
Oak Grove Center
A Genesis Eldercare Network
LPN or RN full time for 11pm-7am
Part time for 3pm-11pm
State tested nurse aides for
6am-2pm and 10am-6pm
Oak Grove Center
620 East Water St.
Deshler, OH 43516
PH (419) 278-6921
Fax (419) 278-2910
Extended care position available working
at Trinity Lutheran School in Toledo. Child
care hours 2:45-5:45 M-F, additional
hours avail. Contact Ellen Schave at 3852301 or 874-7696. References required.
Fairy tale house In Perrysburg needs
happy person to keep it shiny and bright.
16 hours a week lor sure (including summertime). Schedule adjustable. Please
email emccreeObgnet.bgsu.edu or call
372-WORK Thank you!

Help Wanted

Help Wanted

SPRING BREAK 2000
1-800-426-7710
www.sunspiashtours.com

Certilied aerobic instructors needed at
Hardbod/s Fitness Center Located in
Kroger Plaza, BG. Call 354-5060.

Tutors needed for BGSU America Reads
Must be work study eligible! Earn $6/hr.
Call 372-2331 or visit 531 Education for
information.

FREE BABY BOOM BOX
♦
EARN $1200
Fundraiser for student
groups 6 organizations. Earn
up to $4 per MasterCard app. Call
for info or visit our website.
Qualified callers receive a FREE
Baby Boom Box
1 -800-932-0528 ext. 119 or ext. 15
www.ocmconcepts.com

For Sale
"111! Cancun & Jamaica Spnng Break
Specials! 7 Nights Air, Hotel, Meals,
Drinks From $399! 1 of 6 Small Businesses Recognized for Outstanding Ethics!
sprlngbreaktravel.com 1-800-678-6386

Just 2 Weeks Away!!!
Get paid while you learn
Beginning Sept. 13, Oak Grove Center
Will be offering nurse aid training classes
Call now to reserve a space for you.
Oak Grove Center
Genesis Eldercare Network
620 East Water St.
Deshler. OH 43516
PH (419) 278-6921
Fax (419) 278-2910

"111! Spnng Break Specials! Bahamas
Party Cruise 5 Days $279! Includes Most
Meals! Awesome Beaches. Nightlife! Panma City, Daytona, South Beach, Florida
$129! springbreaktravel.com 1-800-6786386.
1988 VW Golf. GL. 4 dr., 5 spd., AM/FM
stereo. 101K miles. One owner, well
maintained, dependable. $2200-3536111.

Landscape Nursery
Flexible hours, starling S6 50/hr.

419-686-7865
Lawn maintenance positions available.
Part & full time hours.
Call 352-5822.

•

89 Ponitac Sunbird
Runs Great $1000 OBO
353-6168.

90 Ford Escort 5-sp. $600 o.b.o.
'89 Dodge Cargo Van $1500 o.b.o.
Call 354-6641

Lawn Specialist
We are looking to add a few good hardworking specialists to our team. We offer
year-round employment, health Insurance, and an incentive program. Salary is
negotiable based upon experience.
Please call Jeff Utz at Truegreen Chemlawn 874-3575.

'91 Mazda Protege, Auto, Cruise, Sun
roof, Int. wipers. 88,000 miles. $2500.
373-6071,
'95 Probe SE Loaded
CD, A/C, Power, 5-speed, 76K
Asking $6700/OBO 352-4090

Lunch and dinner. Busers and servers.
Apply in person after 11am O Dad's
Steakhouse, Riverplace Plaza, Perrysburg.

CAR FOR SALE
1996 Ford Contour (V6, Loaded)
Phone 353-7374 $8750 o.b.o.

Need wedding photographer
12/31/99 - 4:30 pm wedding
Call 373-1869

Hondas from $500
Police impounds and tax repos
For listings call 1-800-319-3323 ext. 4550

Needed: Child Care in my home
Mon, Thurs, Fn and/or Tues, Wed rotating
weeks 7:30-12:30, flexible. Pay negotiable. References & transportation required.
(419)833-1157.
Part time lunch help needed. Very flexible
hours. Casey's Onginal Hamburger's.
1025 N. Main 352-9113.
RESTAURANT
Looking for first class individuals to work
at either Bowling Green Wendy's locations. Benelits include: starting salary up
to $6.50 hr., flexible hours, meal discounts, incentive raises, referral bonus,
crew vacations 4 retirement program. Apply in person only. 1504 E. Wooster, 1094
S Main St.

For Rent
1,2,3 Bedroom Apts.
From only
$415
Private Entrance
Patio
Spacious Kitchen
Small Pets Welcome!
Varsity Square Apts.
353-7716
316 Ridge St. -2 BR house 3 blocks from
campus. Sec. Dep . tenants pay utilities,
no pets. $525/month. 12 mo. Lease only.
Avail, now. Call after 5:30 pm 352-2330
or 354-2854

SPRING BREAK 2000 with STS-Join
America's «1 Student Tour Operator to
Jamaica Mexico, Bahamas, Cruises, and
Florida. Now hiring on-campus reps. Call
1-800-648-4849 or visit online
O
www.ststravel.com.

One ana two Bedroom furnished apartments available now 352-7454.
Village Green Apartments
Apartment tor rent
354-3533
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MIDNIGHT
MADNESS
Beat the Clock
BGSU Appreciation Night

_ The Toledo Blade Restaurant Critic,
,< »
May 14.1999:

*■ i I've long argued

best eatery
between Toledo

and Columbus

Bowling Green

======= Sponsored By ========
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BBQ SpareRibS

'WEDNESDAY.

•TUESDAY.

Mexican Platter

Baked Chicken

.THURSDAY.

Sirloin Steak

&
iSTEAK HOUSE
K7
163 SOUTH MAIN STREET-BOWLING GREEN-352-2595

Wednesday September 8th
6-10 pm
Look for free stuff and great deals in
Wednesday's ad
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Need some extra cash?
Looking for a great
on-campus job?
See what BGSU Tetefund has to offer:
• Above minimum wage
• Prizes and rewards for excellent performance
• Great resume experience for public relations
marketing, and communications majors (but
all majors are welcome to apply)
If you're enthusiastic about BGSU and If
you're a great conversationalist, this might be
your oportunlty. Come to the Tetefund Center
to see a detailed job description and to fill out
an application
The Tetefund Center Is located on the north side of
Harehman between Chapman and BromHeld Go
through the glass door to the right ot the loaflmg Dock
lollow the hallway to Teletundt
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